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Seniors leave lasting memories
S. Brown

Gutierrez

By DARLA WARNOCK
rhe BG News
We're in this thing for the long haul.
I've had to convince myself of that everyday since I was hired as Editor-in-Chief of
The BG News last December.
1 knew there would be ups and downs
along the way. but never did I realize the
looming problems associated with this position would take me on the roller coaster ride
of my life.
It was only after I reapplled and was hired
again as editor for fall semester that 1 realized that 1 really should have my head examined.
Yel throughout the process, there were a
number of individuals who made this job a
lot easier. These seniors made the newspaper what it is today. Their work at The. New
will not soon be forgotten.
There has been a concerted effort over the
last few semesters by a number of people to
make this newspaper realize the potential It
exudes. We're sllll trying to get there, but
those baby steps will hopefully turn Into
giant leaps come fall semester. To those of
you who have stuck with it so far. you are
truly making a difference.
Now. I don't want to get mushy, but there
are several folks who are graduating from
The News (or the University) whose contributions should not go unnoticed.

Johnson

Scon Brown. You have been the single driving force that has kept me and this newspaper running for the last few years. I've
never seen anyone so passionate about what
they do and do such a good Job of it at the
same time. The BG News is truly lucky to
say you passed through the doors here on
your way high up the ladder of success. I
couldn't have done it without you - both In
and out of the newsroom (MOST!). As you
begin your career apart from The BG Newn
always remember what you will be remembered for most - Tne Dancing G. Memorial
Award!
Brandon Wray. There is only one memory
that can sum up our experience at The
New* LH. You figure out the rest... because
the rest, as they say. is history. You have
been a great help and a good editor. Have
fun working for the AP!
Jtm Tocco. Where are you going to do fantasy baseball now? The sports section won't
be the same without you. Thanks for your
help! Good luck - one of those demo tapes
has got to get you a great job!
Jessica Wherry. You have got to be the
coolest shop person I know! Thanks for
keeping us editorial folks In line and keeping
our words straight and headlines in order
and meeting our deadlines and ... I guess
you get the picture. You've always got a
smile on your face to brighten up our days well miss you!

Wray

Minneci

Maggie Kushlak. You just shouldn't be
allowed to graduate. I'm not sure what we're
going to do without you! Production will
never be the same - Good luck!
Ryan Johnson. You did a great Job as
assistant sports editor. Thanks for putting in
the effort. It must make it tough to get up for
those 8 a.m. classes, huh?
Penny Srou'n. Did I mention you get paid
to do the tabs? It was such a relief to know
you had labs under control this semester.
We all knew you would never really be able
to leave The News ... are you actually planning to go through with this graduation
thing? Have fun In Louisiana!
Paula Molollk. You really should have
made your way to Th« Newt much sooner
than this semester. It was great to have your
help and experience around here this
semester.
Mali Geract I didn't even realize you were
graduating! I'm glad you stuck around this
semester Good luck!
Dawn Chrise. YOU ROCK! That's all there
is to say. I don't think the paper would have
gotten done very many times this semester
without you. Remember that well be calling
you next year for help on headlines!
Tom Denk. I think you have written more
entertainment reviews than anyone. I appreciate your dedication to the section. Have
fun working for my team this summer!
Cheryl Gutierrez. It's been fun worrying

Martin

Denk

about a cerUttn class with you this semester,
it's almost over! Thanks for your help!
Jeremy Martin. You have to be the most
difficult person to find I have ever known. By
the way. you received that award at the staff
party, but I haven't been able to find you to
give it to you!
Jason Bowers. You have been a wonderful help In photos this semseter. Thanks for
your willingness to help out those late nights
when the computers decide they will only
work for you.
Amy Van Horn. You have been a great
photo edl... oops, assistant photo editor this
semester. Thanks for sticking around the
past few semesters and helping to keep our
photogs In line.
Tim Mtnrwci You're cool. And I'm not Just
saving that so you can get me baseball tickets this summer. Thanks for a Job well done.
As you head off to summer and start your
lives as a grown-ups. remember us back
here at The News. Oh, and one more I
thing...since you will all be off making tons
of money. I can accept donations or scholarship money on behalf of The News ...
To all of you. good luck. I'm sure your
experience here is one you will never forget,
as your Influences here won't be forgotten j
either.

BG News editors selected for fall term
THE
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Warnock
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Darla Warnock, Editor-in-Chief
Sarah Bednarski, Managing Editor
Brandi Barhite, Assistant Managing Editor
Mike Wendling, Chief Reporter
Kim Wilfong, Copy Chief
Natalie Miller, Opinion Editor
John Wenzel, Entertainment Editor
Tod McCloskey, Sports Editor
Tara Cannon, Graphics Editor
Jason Suggs, Photo Editor
Melissa Naymik, Special Projects Editor*
Ana Periera, Wire Editor*

McCloskey

Barhite

The editorial board of The BG News is
selected by the Editor-in-Chief. Anyone may
apply to be on the board, which governs all
parts of the daily production of the newspaper, including content, design and layout of
The BG News. Editors are in charge of a section of the paper and the reporters who work
for it. The newspaper is governed by the
BGSU Board of Student Publications.
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Got an idea for a 'People on the Street" queation? E-mail us at
"hgncw<*bgncl.bf»u".
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priest, quite another
to set him up as a
depraved cleric.

That my roommate
needs to shower
more than once a
week."

Today's Question: -What's the most
important thing you learned this year?"

QUOTE OF THE DAY
A A It is one thing to
& & poke gentle fun at a

Elizabeth Smith
Sophomore
Film Studies

PEOPLE ON
THE STREET

Kris Potridge
Junior
Sports Mgmt.

Tracy Spears
Sophomore
Fashion

Susan Reed
Sophomore
Film Studies

Paul Kersey
Freshman
Music Ed.

That Coors Light
Isn't that bad."

The dude at Big
Shots sucks."

That I really miss
my mom."

"What my tolerance
level Is - for class,
that is."

Catholic League president William Donohue
referring to a skit on "Mad TV

OHIO Weather
Monday, May 4
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Events" is a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web pace. The caldendar
'.b«»u.cdu".
web page ha* a more complete lilting of event* and can be accc—rd through

Monday, 5/4/98
Cap and Gown
Distribution (8 a.m. - 6
p.m.)
University Bookstore.
Wood County Epilepsy
Support Group (6:45 p.m.)
Wood County Hospital.
Bachman Room (By the
Emergency entrance). Guest
Speaker: Dr. Anthony Lasslter
of Toledo Neurological
Associates will be answering
questions and discussing
epilepsy.
Tuesday. 5/5/98
Cap and Gown
Distribution (8 a.m. - 6
p.m.)
University Bookstore.

Thesis Exhibitions (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Thursday, 5/7/98
Cap and Gown
Distribution (8 a.m. - 6
p.m.)
University Bookstore.
Internet Use for BGSU
Personnel - MAC (1 p.m. 4 p.m.)
BGSU. Designed specifically for BGSU personnel, this
class will familiarize you with
the functionality provided by a
networked computer. Learn
about email (Eudora) and web
browsers (Netscape). Free. For
more information, call
Continuing Education. (419)
372-8181.

MICH.

Put Your Best Face
Forward (7 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
Room 2. College Park.
Second of three part series to
discover your beauty potential
covers skin care and cosmetics. Fee. For more information,
call Continuing Education.
(419)372-8181.

Friday, 5/8/98
Last Day to register for
your Fall 1998 classes (8
a.m.)
Star HO Registration
System or 110 Administration
Building Today is the last day
to register for Fall Semester
1998 prior to returning to
school In August. (Picture ID
must be presented If coming
In person.)

\\\\\

Make every day
Mother's Day
1-800-COLLECT
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DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief
BRANDON WRAY
Associate Editor

NATALIE MILLER
Opinion Editor

SARAH BEDNARSKI
News Editor

ELIZABETH KERBY
Copy Chief

JEREMY MARTIN
JOHN WENZEL
Photo Editor
Entertainment Editor
SCOTT BROWN
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Jake and Parvo
the Talking Dingo cartoon
By Shane Herman
THAMKS
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"Glory Days ending" By Brandon Wray
"They say Ihe/ulure's beginning
tontghl. Whole empires tulll crum
ble. CfvUzaffons will /all.... Ifs
sounds unlikely I kriou' buf (omorroui you'll make up lo Jind thai your
whole life has changed. Although
nothing looks different a reuolullon
took place'
The Day After Ihe Revolullon'Pulp
Today is Friday, my las! day of
classes for college and forever. I
woke up and by chance In a search
for any clean clothes, decided lo
wear Ihe shirt that 1 wore on my
first day of classes years ago. It's
an old Nine Inch Nails shirt which
1 gave up on a long time ago. A little lime warp like Michael Jordan
pulling out the first pair of Air Jordans for a game a few months ago.
It had never really hit that this
was the last day until I started
walking to class. 1 realized this is
It. no more classes. I 'II lake a few
exams next week and 1 will be
done.
I have done endless reflection
on the graduation topic and most
of that has seen Its way Into print
so I will not rehash what has
already been said. But the material is endless and I am still only
scratching the surface.
All of us have been though a lol
to get to this point. I have incredible memories of this place and 1
will miss it -- but I also Just recently told a friend from home that Just
about all of my major problems will
be over when 1 finally gel that
diploma |or empty envelopel at
commencement. Then I'll hit the
expressway and see the football
stadium growing distant In my rear
view mirror.
1 would never trade a second
because it's all part of one great
memory called college, from the
day my parents left me crying In an
empty parking lot to coming home
for the first time and it seemed like
the whole world had changed In
four weeks. II Includes waking up
early lo go the first day of classes
eager lo conquer the world lo staying up all night studying on a regular basis watching the sunrise

B0 PEEP TO LOST SHUf> I MEED
SWAT iouAOS ALPHA
TMOwfcH 0/»vtc,A
'WTHlHOdUAwb
"<Ht*T0Diil*TU»
i NATIONAL (fUAW
\V FULL A„JT ttAR
J*M*»NCEDAN '
"*NT ORANtC
JeT
SW£fif«
OVCR *

MILE

I JAM

over your computer monitor, from
that first beer to the episodes of
puking all over yourself and swearing off alcohol forever. It goes from
falling In love with that blonde girl
from summer pre-reg to not even
having time to think about girls
because you are working and
studying too much.
College, for me can be broken
up mi" fairly neat little time
blocks: Ihe innocent beginning.:
hanging out and enjoying freedom
growing long hair, seeing a lot of
concerts and gaining the freshman
15 In three weeks (I'm serious) the
realization of hating where you are
for no good reason, the new kid
phase, the fraternity period where
you become everybody's favorite
little brother.
Then Ihe beginning of the newspaper era. the fast rise to the top of
Ihe food chain, whooping ass and
taking names alongthe way. the
decline of Ihe fraternity (shot down
by the bigger frats financed by THE
MAN). Ihe Ill-advised Job as a resident advisor IRodgers staff I love
you but It was never me. maybe
something with being an Introvert
and despising authority), the
rockln' Back Pages era. the too
many activities era. the having all
the media In the area stealing your
stories time, the even more Illadvised Gavel era (with the column
thai scared the world, but Is still
way cool, about becoming THE
MAN). Ihe glorious summer running the show (although not taking
a breakfast, lunch, or dinner break
for four months), the end of the
fraternity, the fall rocked by problems too numerous lo list, the
return to form relatively, to the
end.
Here standing (all. still with a
full head of hair, the senior negative 50. bitterness that's looking lo
be lost, the same pair of Simples,
and listening to the same music I
am ready to take off. Like previous
retiring newsies I have to throw on
a thank you list. So here goes, in
no p.iiin In.ii order: my parents.
The BG News- Bob Bortel the
always there with advice or a cool

P)VE

story guy on charge. Jay Young.
Dawn Keller. Jim the Unabarker.
Joe Boyle, and Joe Pfleffer for gelting me hooked, to the rookie class
of '95 splintered as we may be
now-Vince
Guerrieri.
Darla
Warnock. my three best copy girls
Denlse Domanskl. Penny Brown,
and Tiffany Wendeln. the 'we are
men therefore we rule' guys-Scott
Brown. Jason McMahon (on Ihere
with Vince again for Thursday
night Union runs). Jim Tocco. Tom
Denk. the girl who kept us going
this semester Sarah Bednarski. lo
the next generation Brandt
Barhlle. Wendy Suto and others
(you guys have talent Just learn lo
comfort the afflicted and afflict the
comforted and you will be cool), lo
all my professors this year who
helped me (I'd be writing this next
or maybe never without you) especially professors Cassara. McCord.
and Harper. To the Phi Psi's—one
big iiiii-rn.iiiini.il hello and rock on
to you all-Phris (going out In syle).
Boyer, Young (no class), Harris (fellow geek). Frlel (even less class but
a big like no other. Knlcks suck!)
Nole (the little out there some
where). Werner (more heart and
hair lhan anyone and the rest.
Rodgers staff '96'97. to all the
ones that gol away, the power of
the loft and Dabney 733. Ally
McBeal. Clalr Danes. 90210. Jim
Carroll. Jack Kerouac. Jarvls
Cocker, and anyone 1 missed I am
forgetful and getting old.
Okay It's definitely closing lime
now. Eveythlng has been writlen
and the only thing that's up in the
air Is the future, like usual. I for
once have mothlng more lo say
except how about a reunion In
2045 in some nursing home in
Florida. We can all get rooms in Ihe
same hallway. We'll elecl a hall
president, appoint an R.A.. pretend we are underage, and do It all
again.
'And if it all amounts to nothing,
it doesn't matter these are still our
glory days."

"Glory Days"- Pulp
Brandon Wray was a columnist
al The BG News.

DO NOT kiLirMi THf
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"I wish I may, I wish I might..*9
Scott Brown is a (graduating)
senior journalism major who has
been a staff member at The BG
News for each of the last four years
including two semesters as editorin-chief and three semesters as
sports editor. Contrary to what that
might suggest, he's not that big of a
loser. This is his final contribution to
the newspaper ■ enjoy.
1 wish 1 had a Job.
I wish every history professor a( Oils University would - Jus! once - have to sit
through one of their own classes.
I wish all the single women out there
would get over the fact I'm already taken.
I wish The BG News would have gotten
new computers during my tenure.
I wish leadership didn't involve stroking
egos and playing politics.
I wish some woman out there would wise

up and give Brandon a chance.
I wish the Journalism department would
get with It and re-establish the photojournalism sequence.
I wish college life would have stayed as
Innocent and carefree as It seemed during
freshman year.
I wish I'd more time with my friends and
less time obsessing over a crazy little newspaper the last four years.
I wish Central Michigan's fat punter
would have slipped.
I wish Ryan and Josh could play golf heck. I wish I could play golf, for that matter.
I wish critics could sit In the editor's chair
for a week.
1 wish (good) copy editors, photographers
and sports writers grew on trees.
I wish I could have had enough money to
go to spring break with my friends.
I wish some woman out there would wise
up and give Torn a chance.
I wish exams were optional for graduating

VviW. OP CoA/RicnA/ff
IVPLOGlBSl

By Scott Brown
seniors.
I wish I was as good a drinker as Penny.
I wish Antonio Daniels was still wearing
brown and orange.
I wish Vlnce didn't act like a bitter old
man three times his age.
I wish The BG News could be as efficient
and organized as the radio sports organization Is.
I wish people didn't think a hometown
named Wapakoneta was so funny.
I wish 1 had the gumption to lose 15
pounds.
I wish Dave was less of a man so he
wouldn't make me look so bad when we go
out.
I wish people would understand all the
work that goes Into putting out a college
newspaper every day - I'm 21 and have gray
hair to prove it.
I wish Chris and Leah. Adam and Sarah.
Mike and Nicole. Jeff and Lynn. Mark and
Amy. Brad and Leann and Chris and his
goat live happily ever after.

MATCH** At*/**S*Aies\i**rr

I wish Jim Larranaga wins his national
championship - after Division I schools wise
up and dump him to the NAIA where he
belongs.
I wish my fiancee realizes that I love her
THE MOST.
I wish those that have worked at The BG
News with me realize how much they've
meant to me over the last four years.
I wish I didn't get all sentimental and
mushy at times like these.
I wish those moving on with The BG News
after I leave can realize the level which I'd
always hoped It would achieve - Darla.
Sarah. Brandy. Melissa. Tod. Kim. Natalie,
Suggs. G.. William. Denise. Melissa. Wendy.
Ana. ... good luck.
I wish ike graduating seniors at the paper
- Brandon, Jim. Jessica. Maggie. Ryan.
Penny. Paula. Matt. Dawn. Tom. Cheryl.
Jeremy, Bowers. Amy and Tim - the best of
luck. It's been a wild ride.
I wish I had four years to do it all over
again.
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True
Collegiates
Cartoon by
Jason Lady
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Finals as challenging as the real world
Its Monday, a.k.a. The Beginning Of the
Week of Hell. Yeah, It's finals week. We dread
It. but we also love It. It means the end of a
semester, a dozen or so more credits toward
graduation and a summer where we'll probably be making money or simply relaxing.
The only payment for this Is weekend long cram sessions broken up by celebratory keg parties and frantic cigarette
breaks culminating In either painful, two
hour processes or one-hour "that was easy"
finals.
This shouldn't be news to anyone reading
today, or else you're going to be In for a surprise when your grades get mailed. What Is
news to me. though. Is that some people
think our finals schedule could use a changing
Do I like having five finals In three days?
No. not really. Would I rather plan when to
take my finals? Yeah, sure I'd slack my
hardest ones at the end of the week and the
easiest at the beginning. I'd schedule for
£p.m. test limes and ask If we could have
take-homes and/or open book finals.
Now If this was called Brian Taylor Stale

<So\MG TO
TX-OP

University and I was the only student and
everything had to revolve around me. maybe
this policy would be plausible. Since It's
called Bowling Green State University, since
there's more than 15.000 undergraduate
students alone and not everything revolves
around me. 1 don't think It's even fair to ask
for something like that.
Yes. it's a hellish schedule. Some people
end up with four finals in one day. Some
have two finals over the whole week. Sometimes you can talk your professor Into letting
you take a final on another day. but for the
most part, the schedule Is set. It sucks, but
Its life. Accept It.
When 1 played club soccer so many eons
ago. the main thing you do is go to tournaments. Most tourneys only last a weekend.
When you find a good holiday, like 4th of
July or Memorial Day Weekend, you can
extend It to three days, but regardless, usually. If you made It to the finals, you'd
already have played about five games over
the course of the past 60 hours.
It's not easy. It's not that fun, but It's the
way it has to be done. Same thing when I

by Brian Taylor

wrestled. Now that was really far back. (In and talk to him or her about it. If nothing
fact, anyone besides my close friends who can be done, then get your ass studying a
remember when I wrestled. I'll take their month In advance for finals.
It's not very sympathetic or caring, but
finals for them.l Anyway, same deal with
tournaments. Between starving yourself so It's the real world and thal's one of those
you can make weight and giant, muscular other things we're trying to learn here.
goons slamming you Into a nasty smelling You're going to get screwed over In life somemat. It made for an unpleasant experience, times. Just because you're already busy
with numerous other activities doesn't mean
but It was the way It had to be done.
Maybe I sound like a tough love kind of life still won't stick it lo you once In a while.
After we've finished with this semesier
guy. That's fine with me. I'm really Just tired
of hearing complaining about things that and some of us go out into the real world,
yes. do suck, but no. we can't do anything we're not going to get sympathy when life
gets hard. As I like to say. sometimes life will
about.
1 hate mosquitoes and humidity, but 1 live stick It up there and break it off Just to make
In Ohio and go to school in Ohio. Ohio gets It hurt worse.
For those people who are graduating,
humid and Just breeds mosqulloes in order
to piss me off come summer time, so I have congratulations. For (hose of us still hanging around this Joint. I say let's quit comto deal with It.
What I'd suggest as a solution Is that peo- plaining about the things we cant change
ple find out when their finals are as soon as and start worrying about those that we can.
possible, when our scheduling books come like our GPAs. those silly things we're supout at least a month before finals week. If posed to be focused on here anyway.
you see lhat you've got four finals on one day
or something equally horrific (because It is
Brian Taulor is a weekly columnist/or the
horrific), go lo vour professor ahead of lime tews.
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Allocation process completes first cycle
UThe allocation
process for spending
students' general fee
dollars went better than
expected after a rough
start.
By BRANDI BARHITE
Thy BG News
The
University
budgeting
process railed for a change, but
not everyone was ready for one.

Student Life
this past school year, the University administration proposed
and enacted a new system of allocating money to University organizations and many student organizations were not happy about it.
The biggest change Involved creating a more formal role for the
Student Budget Committee and
eliminating the Unlverslly-run
Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocation IACGFA).

The Student Budget Committee
Is now the official committee that
allr-.-ates funds to University organizations.
Amy O'Donnell. assistant dean
of students and adviser to the Student Budget Committee, said the
transition between the two sys
terns went smoothly, despite the
controversy.
She said In the beginning, many
students were skeptical because
the change happened so quickly
and many organizations felt a lot of
responsibility was put on them.
She said many student organiza-

tions now realize that the changes
were mostly positive and would
benefit students.
The new allocation system
places a greater responsibility on
students for allocating fees to student organizations," O'Donnell
said.
Ed Whlpple. vice president for
student affairs, said many students were against the changes in
the beginning because the changes
were being determined by the University.
He said many students did not
realize that the Undergraduate

Student Government and Graduate Student Government were consulted prior to the changes. Whippie also said ACGFA was no longer
meeting students' needs.
"We needed a system that
slopped pitting students and their
respective organizations against
one another, a system that students had more control over."
Whlpple said.
In the past AFGFA had the sole
responsibility of distributing funds
to student organizations.
• See MONEY, page eleven.

Michigan State
looks for answers
after student
protests, arrests
J No major injuries
were reported in the
crowd of 3,000 students rioting against an
alcohol ban.
The Assoi i.ilcd Pre**

TTie confrontation
came a Jew hows
before the release of a
national study that
said the school leads
the nation's
universities in alcoholrelated arrests.

EAST LANSING. Mich. — Police
fired tear gas Into a crowd of 3.000
Michigan State University students
early Saturday who lit a fire In the fire was lit near the edge of camcity's downtown to protest a ban pus, and police fired tear gas again
on drinking at a favorite party to clear a path for firefighters.
spot
Students were accused of
The confrontation came a few throwing bottles and rocks at
hours before the release of a police. Seventeen people were
national study that said the school
arrested, mostly for disorderly conleads the nation's universities in duct. At least five people were
alcohol-related arrests.
treated for minor Injuries.
Meanwhile, police In New
Also Saturday, it look about 80
Hampshire were pelted with bot- officers from throughout New
tles, beer cans and rocks when Hampshire to bring under control
they tried to disperse more than
a crowd of hundreds of students at
500 partying Plymouth State Col- an annual off-campus fraternity
lege students and visitors early party at Plymouth State.
Saturday.
Seven people were arrested. Six
Both altercations come the
were charged with disorderly
week that students were finishing actions and another charged with
up their final exams.
felony-level riot. Injuries were
In Michigan, demonstrators minor, police said.
were angry that the university
Later Saturday, the Chronicle of
decided to put a stop to drinking at
Higher Education released a surMunn Field, a campus spot where vey saying Michigan State led the
l.ins hold parties before and after
nation In arrests for campus alcoSpartan football games.
hol violations In 1996.
Students tore through a fence
Coming In second was the Unisurrounding the field before head- versity of California at Berkeley,
ing to the campus home of Michifollowed by the University of Wisgan State President M. Peter consin at Madison, the University
Mcf'herson. He was not at home.
of Minnesota and Purdue UniversiThe crowd, estimated at 3.000 ty In West Lafayette, Ind.
people, moved Into downtown East
The school had 574 arrests, folLaming, chanllng obscenities at lowed by the University of Califorpolice Just after midnight the pro- nia at Berkeley with 523. the surteslers lit a fire In one of down
vey said. They were followed by the
town's busiest Intersections.
University of Wisconsin at Madl
Police fired tear gas Into the son. ttie ynlyprsJty of Minnesota
crowd so firefighters could put nut and Purdue University in Wesl
Ihc blaze, police said. Another bon- lafayette. Ind.

Associated Press i
An unidentified participant in a Michigan State University student riot leaps through the fire that was in
the biggest intersection in East Lansing, Mich, over the weekend. Only minor injuries were reported in
'"<''rowd °f 3,000. The riot ensued after a University policy forcing an end to alcohol in a popular tailgating spot on campus.'
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Springer:
l don't want to tone it down'
University recognizes

graduate assistants
□ Four graduate assistant teachers were presented with awards for
teaching excellence.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BC News
Paying special recognition to
graduate assistant teachers Is
needed on every campus, and the
University has taken the first step
to acknowledging their hard work
and dedication.
Last week, four graduate assistant teachers were awarded for
their leaching efforts here at the
University. Brett Holden, English.
Dawn Gordon. English. Diane
Williams, communication disorders, and Teresa Kasperick. theatre, were each nominated and
awarded for his or her teaching
abilities
According to Kavtta Goculdas.
assistant director for the ongoing
programs with the Graduate Coliege Professional Development Program (GCPDP). each graduate
assistant was nominated by either
their students, graduate student
rollegues. faculty members or
administration.
"The awards recognize excellence In undergraduate teaching
by graduate assistants." Goculdas
said.
The awards were given to those
who emphasized the importance of
"quality" teaching and the Impact
they had on undergraduate students. Goculdas explained.

Education
All of the graduate assistants
who were nominated must have
taught a course here at the University. The graduate assistants who
were eligible came from the following categories: teaching his or her
own section, leading a study or
recitation course or teaching his or
her own laboratory sessional.
The nomination process began
about three months ago. according
to Holden.
At the beginning. 23 graduate
teachers were nominated for the
award. Out of the 23. eight were
selected for personal class observations, in which Judges watched
how his or her class was taught.
Five teachers were then chosen
as finalists and were called In for a
personal interview with the whole
Judging committee, then four were
selected as winners.
The four graduate assistants
who won were presented with a
plaque and cash reward In front of
his or her class.
"Since the graduate assistants
were also nominated by their students, we (the committee) wanted
to share their success with them."
Goculdas said.
Holden was very thankful that
he won because "It Is nice to be
recognized for something you love
to do." He felt that It was a great
honor and he valued It a lot.
"I feel that there are a lot of
good teachers on campus and that
students need us," Holden said.

□ Studios USA says it
will eliminate all violence from the show.
The Associated f'ress

CHICAGO — Like the guests on
his raucous daytime talk show.
Jerry Springer says he won't go
down without a fight.
Despite his bosses' agreement
to eliminate physical violence from
the show. Springer was defiant.

The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Both sides have
agreed to resume talks after union
workers at Anheuser-Busch's 12
breweries rejected what the company called its last contract offer.
The rank and-flle have already
voted to authorize a strike. But
after the vote on the latest offer
was announced Friday, leaders of
Teamster locals nationwide immediately agreed to return to the bargaining table.
Anheuser-Busch officials said
they were unwilling to renegotiate
the rejected proposal.
This is our final offer, but we
are willing to clarify any points."
company
spokesman
Steve
LeResche said.

The offer was rejected 5.447 to
1.652.
The
Teamsters'
8.000
Anheuser-Busch employees, who
do everything from brewing to bottling, have been working under the
terms of their previous contract
since March 29. when it expired.
The union had recommended
rejection of the offer, saying It didn't do enough to project the Jobs of
Teamsters.
Teamsters voted no because
this contract doesn't provide good
full-time Jobs for our families and
our communities." said Dave
Laughton. the union's chief negotiator.
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Bowling Green, OH
The old contract provided wages
of $20.80 an hour plus benefits of
about $22 an hour. AnheuserBusch's final offer on a new contract would raise wages to $23.30
an hour and benefits to about $25
an hour over five years. Each
worker also would get a $1,000
signing bonus.

"I don't know why they issued
that statement," Springer said.
That's absurd. ... I don't want to
tone it down."
"So it's ultimately going to be
his decision ... and whoever the
people are under him. they'll
decide If they want lo have me or
not." Springer said. "And If they
don't want to have me. then I
assume maybe someone else (will)
then."
Jim Benson, a spokesman for
Studios USA, did not relurn a message Friday.

Term papers QU6?

Teamsters reject last'
Anheuser-Busch offer
□ The brewing company says it will not renegotiate the rejected proposal.

"I'm not going to buckle."
Springer told shock Jock Howard
Stern on the air Friday. Springer
made the statements at WRQC-FM
In Minneapolis, which carries
Stern's show.
Springer said he did not attend
a meeting with a religious group
when the nonviolence agreement
was forged by his producer-distributor. Studios USA Network.
Studios USA released a statement Thursday saying it would
"eliminate all physical violence
from the series."
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Unabomber trial leads to debate over strategy
□ Kaczynski brings up
the issue of how much
control a defendant has
over a case.
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Theodore
Kaczynski did not want his menial
health to be an overriding issue in
the Unabomber case — but It was.
He did not wan! to be examined
' by a psychlatrlsl — but he was.
He did not want to be repre
sented by lawyers who put on a
defense he abhorred — bul he was.
When at! Hsr failed, including a
BUJdde attempt, he asked to reprc
sent himsell but was turned down
on grounds hr had waited too long,
even though he said he was ready
to go to trial immediately.
The case will end Monday with
Kar/vnskis sentence to life in
prison for the three murders lo
which he admitted. Bul it has
stirred debate on a legal issue thai
is far from settled: How much eon
trol does a defendant, especially a
capital defendant, have over his
own case?
The decisions of Kaczynski's
lawyers and the trial judge probably saved his life. A death sentence
seemed certain if his wishes were
followed.
But
(he
question
remains: Whose life is it. anyway?
According lo Michael Mello. a
former capital defense lawyer who
teaches legal ethics at Vermont
Law School in South Royalton. Vt..
the answer is. emphatically, the
client's.
'They have succeeded in saving
his body, but they've taken his life
away. It seems to me." said Mello,
who briefly aided
Kaczynski
defense attorney Judy Clarke early
in the case. He called her a brilliant and dedicated lawyer who —
mistakenly, he said — "saw her

Job. and her only Job. as saving his
life at all costs."
"If you are competent lo stand
trial, then ... it's your lawyer's Job
lo empower you to make important
decisions about your case." Mello
said.
That includes allowing Kai/vus
ki lo reject any claim of mental illness and to demand a defense
based on his belle, the bomblfup
were necessary to combat technological tyranny — even if thai
defense doomed him.
His defense attorneys should
have stepped aside early in Ihe
case so Kaczynski could be represented by an attorney wlDlng to
put on his chosen defense without
delaying the trial. Mello said
liy the lime the conflict was
revealed on Ihe eve of trial. U.S.
District Judge Garland BurreU Jr.
mled thai bringing in a new lawyer
would delay the trial.
Mello criticised that ruling, say
Ing the conflict's timing wasn't
Kaczynski's fault and the Judge
should have put the case on hold
BurreHs lawless decision proba
bly would have led lo the reversal
of any death sentence, he said
Kaczynski. hi- said, ultimately
was coerced into pleading guilty
"by a trial judge who was way oul
of his depth."
Hurrell has issued a court order
forbidding the news media from
contacling
him
while
the
Unabomber case is Ix-fore him.
Several prominent legal ethiCtotS said Kazynscki should have
been allowed to choose his
defense.
"If you're competent, you can
drive your own car. even over the
cliff." said Geoffrey Hazard, a law
professor at the University of
Pennsylvania
In
Philadelphia.
Kaczynski's lawyers apparently
"got it into Iheir heads that they
had a duty to protect him that

THEODORE KACZYNSKI

April 4,1996

June 21,1996
Associated
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CINCINNATI — Ohio voters' decision on the
proposed sales tax Increase on Tuesday's ballot
could have a major financial impact on the
planned National Underground Railroad Free
dom Center.
Gov. George Voinovtch has said the center's
request for $15 million last month may hinge
on the passage of the sales tax increase.
"Please understand that the outcome of stale
Issue 2 In the May election will have a bearing
on the upcoming capital bill." the governor
wrote the center's executive director. Edwin
Rigaud, In a letter dated April 18. "Without
Issue 2 revenues, the slate's ability to support
community capital needs will be severely llmited."
Issue 2 would raise the slate sales tax by a
penny on the dollar and generate about $ I bil-

photo

Kac/ynski is shown in file photos.
overrode his authority as a client-"
The lawyer should make goodfallh efforts to persuade the client
lo do what Ihe lawyer ((insiders lo
he Ihe wise thing to do. hut in the
final analysis . . it's Ihe defendant's
hlc" snd Monroe Frcedman. professor of legal ethics at Hofslra
University.
Co-counsel Quin Dcnvtr. the
federal puhlic defender in Sacra
menlo. said he inlerpreted Ihe law
lo mean Ilia! a defendant can

del Ide whether lo plead gullly or
claim insanily. whether to testify
and whether to represent himself
or herself. All other decisions are
mailers ol siialegy for Ihe lawyer.
The legal syslem assigns a
hroad range of tactical decisions lo.
the lawyer, he said.
"If the defendant can make Ihe
decision on mental health, does
the defendant decide whether lo
present an alibi defense, or wluil
Witnesses lo call?" Dennr asked

Underground railroad center awaits
outcome of Tuesday's elections
□ Voters will decide the future
of the national freedom center.

PITH

lion a year lo be used for public Schools and
property tax relief.
Tile freedom center is trying lo raise a mix of
public and private money for a museum scheduled lo open In 2003 on Ihe riverfront The can
ter will commemorate Ihe .secret nelwork of safe
houses, back roads and lunnels thai helped
staves escape servitude in the Souih for freedom In the North before the Civil War.
Last year. Rigaud estimated ihe slate share
at SI 1.7 million. He said Ihe cenler had to ask
the state to pay more liecause ihe project's coal
estimates have increased from S80 million lo
SI00 million. Of that. S80 million would be for
construction and S20 million for an endowineiil. Klgaud said.
He said the timetable has changed since last
year and the center Is planning a more technology-oriented museum lhat will be accessible
rial Ion wide
At the local government level, the Cincinnati
City Council has commuted S6 million over five
years lo Ihe center's fund-raising efforts.

Councilman Todd fortune introduced a
motion Wednesday lo release Ihe firsl SI million
of lhat funding lo the cenler so il can begin
architectural design work and site preparation.
Tlie center plans to select an architect by the

first week In June
Fortunes proposal also asks that the city
grant development rights for a site near the
entrance lo ihe John A. Roebllng Suspension
Bridge.
Il Is one of Ihe significant riverfront (level
opiiicnl projects that we're committed lo have
happen." Fortune said. "They're at a stage
where these next steps need to occur."
Tlie freedom center has not yet made an official request for money from Hamilton County,
but County Commission lYesldent Tom Neyer
Jr. said the county has expressed Interest In
helping wilh ihe project.
Center officials last year predicted lhat local
and state taxpayers would pay about 30 percent of the project's tab. The remaining money
wouid come from private sources.

"Those are the reasons we have
counsel."
The defense strategy was gencr
ally supported hy veteran San
Francisco defense lawyer Doron
Welnberg. who wondered what an
attorney should do if a defendant
is Irving lo enlist Ihe court's help
in commuting suicide.
If Kaczynski's decisions would
lead lo Ihe death penalty. "Do
lawyers sit back and let K.u /vnski
do that?" Welnberg asked

ODOTto
conduct
survey on
rebuilt ramp
The As&tx liiii-tl Press
TOLEDO — The Ohio Depart
i iirni of Transportation said It is
unlikely a ramp from northbound Summit Street to the
Cralg Memorial Bridge will be
reopened.
The department spenl an estl
mated S500.000 lasl year lo
rebuild Ihe ramp. But ODOT officials said Friday thai traffic on
southbound Interstate 280 Is too
heavy lo allow vehicles lo enler
Ihe freeway Ihere.
ODOTs district office In Bowling Green will conduct a traffic
analysis and meet wilh officials
before making a final decision.
Citing safety concerns, the
department had kept the ramp
closed through Ihe winter.
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Have a Gooa Summer!
Visit us for thfeMatest Fashions
Choose from a variety of top name
brands. Nike apparel, Silvertab jeans,
Champion, Levi and much more.
Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5 p.m.

JCPenney Salon Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5 p.m.

Volkswagen's Beetle rated safe
U In crash tests, the
Beetle was rated one of
the safest cars in its
class.

Rappers
arrested
for pot
possession

The At.stKJ.iled Press

The Associated Press

RUCKERSV1LLE. Va. — Volkswagen's New Bertie, a car that's
already turning heads on the
street and luring nostalgic
motorists Into showrooms, has
something else to boast about: It's
rated one of the safest cars In Its
class.
In both low-speed and highspeed crash tests, a crashici.irch Institute confirmed the
New Beetle as Its "best pick" for
safely in the small-car class.
Thai's a far cry from the original
Beetle, which — however much
people loved il for reliability and
low cosl — had a reputation as a
lin can in accidents.
The old Beetle may have had a
lot of character, bul It had a lot of
safety problems. This is not the old
Beetle. They've changed their
Image when It comes to safety."
said Brian O'Neill, president of the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety.
The institute, which Is barked
by Insurers, is releasing films at a
news conference Monday of two 40
mph crash tests of the Beetle done
lasl month al Its sprawling crashlest center In Ruckersvllle, 90
miles south of Washington.
With an overall "good" rating,
the Beetle rated higher than the 11

UNIVERSAL CITY. Calif. —
Snoop Doggy Dogg and another
rapper were arrested for Investigation of marijuana possession at a
comedy show, and a crowd of
about 60 fans rushed backstage to
get a closer look.
Calvin Broadus. 26. who goes
by the stage name Snoop Doggy
Dogg. and fellow rapper Delmar
Aniaud were arrested Friday and
booked on one count each of misdemeanor marijuana possession,
sheriffs Lt. Brad Welker said.
They were released after receiving a citation to appear in court.
Each was found with a baggy
containing less than one ounce of
the drug, he said.
Deputies got a call of a disturbance Friday night at the Universal
Amphitheatre about four miles
northeast of Los Angeles. More
than 20 police officers and 50
security guards responded and
restored order within 15 minutes.
There were no Injuries and no
fights." Welker said. "Everything
happened backstage. No one at the
front of the stage knew what was
going on."
Broadus was not scheduled to
be in the "I Got the Hook Up" comedy lineup but gave an impromptu
performance along with Arnaud.

AMOcUted Press photo
Volkswagen's new Beetle is shown after a crash test. It received a "good" rating.

other small cars crash-tested by
the institute In recent years. Most
of those cars — including the
Honda Civic. Toyota Corolla and
Ford Escort — were rated only
"acceptable" on safety.
Volkswagen spokesman Tony
Fouladpour said the positive crash
test results may help spur even
more sales of the popular Bug.
which has become a smash hit

since Its relntroductlon in the
United States this year. Reports
abound of waiting lists hundreds
of names long and of cars selling
for thousands of dollars above the
sticker price.
Fouladpour said VW wants to
prove that the car offers more than
a nostalgic ride. "We knew how
important It was to make sure the
car was incorporating the best

safety technology that we had." he
said.
The first Beetle crash test at the
Ruckersvllle center on a recent
afternoon left its metallic blue
front end smashed and Its hood
buckled but its passenger compartment largely intact.
This is almost as good as It
gets." said O'Neill, peering Into the
front compartment.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 98 CHOPPED STEAK COMBO
Furnished or Unfurnished
apartments available at
CHARLESTOWN APTS. &
ASHDON ESTATES
710, 730, 850 Scott Hamilton

-2 blocks from campus
-Central Air
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
•New carpet, linoleum, and paint!
836 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex
500/mo. plus utilities
Great house! You must
see this property!

CALL NOW!!
MftdAaMaaafteaeat
641 Third St Apt 4 BG
3524380
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MONEY
Continued from page six.
Last year students began to
request changes to AFGFA. Students wanted a process that was
more student Initiated, studentdriven and studenl-facillated.
The Student Budget Committee
consists of eight undergraduate
students. One representative Is
from the Graduate Student Senate,
three are from the Undergraduate
Student Senate and five are from
University student organizations.
The Student Budget Committee
listened to 58 student organization requests for money this
Spring. Each organization had to
Mil out a budget request form and
a statement of their accomplishments. Each organization also had
to demonstrate how their organization beneflts the community.
O'Donnell said the new system
better adheres to the core values of
the University. She said the new
system Is student-friendly and
demonstrates respect for all. She
also said a more diverse Student
Budget Committee will reflect the
University's student demographics.
She said the Student Budget
Committee Is asking student orga
nizatlons to be more accountable
for their spending and activities.
She thinks the new system promotes more school spirit.
The board feels that student
organizations need to be more
accountable for their programs."
ODonnell said.
She said the Student Budget
Committee wants student organizations to use their money effectively and sponsor activities that

reflect the goals of the University
and benefit the community.
Whlpple believes the changes
within the system will be effective
because students will be forced to
look at the whole funding issue.
He said these changes will result in
a substantial Increase In recommended funding to student groups
on this campus.
Beth Rosenbleet. director of the
Off-Campus Connection said the
new system has Increased the OCC
funds and representation.
She
said she was skeptical of the new
system In the beginning because a
large portion of the students allocating the funds were from USG.
but believes OCC was treated fairly.
She said her organization
increased its funds by a thousand
dollars and next year a commuter
student will serve on the Student
Budget Committee.
The Student Budget Committee
Is also responsible for obtaining
information about budget concerns and annually reviewing the
three general fee plans.
Budget recommendations are
finalized by the President of the
University and forwarded to the
Board of Trustees for review and
approval.
With the new system, student
organizations can also appeal to
the Student Budget Committee
about the allocation of funds.
O'Donnell said she there are
still many aspects of the new general allocation system that can be
Improved, but overall this has been
a positive change for the Universlty

What are you
waiting for?
Join The News!
Positions are still available at for next fall.
Pick up an application at 210 West Hall.
Questions? Call 372-6966.
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DRIVING RANGE
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19001 North Dixie Hwy.
(2 mites North of B.C.)
Bowling Green. OH

Chipping Green - Putting Green - Sand
Open 7 days a week - 8 a.m. 'til Dark
Lessons - Club Repair & Fitting
Call Rusty Kiefter at 419- 353-1420
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Study: TLC needed during childbirth
□ Women who get
pampered during pregnancy give more affection to children.

"It's impressive to think that the presence of
that woman can make a difference that much
later."
Dr. John H. Kennell

The Associated Prva
The hand that rocks the cradle
can benefit from a steadying influence — women who get a little TIC
during childbirth seem to be more
affectionate to their babies later.
A study involving poor, uneducated women was one of a series
on the effect of doulas — women
trained to help other women
through the physical and emotional battering of giving birth. Doula
stems from a Greek word meaning
slave.
It found that women who were
given a steadying hand and reassuring voice during labor and the
hours after birth were more affectionate lo their babies two months
later.
"It's impressive to think that the
presence of that woman can make
a difference that much later." said
Dr. John H. Kennell, the Case
Western Reserve pediatrician who
supervised the studies.

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!
Units available
for summer at the
following locations:
« 702 1/2 E. Wooster
2 hdrni. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

Units for fall
available at the
following locations:
• 710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air, roomy.
Free water & sewer.
• 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
• 836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Call Matt at:
352-4380 for more
information.

Case Western Reserve pedialrician who supervised the studies
Researchers studied a group of
low-Income women from the Houston area, said Susan Landry. the
University of Texas-Houston Medical Center psychologist presenting
the study Saturday at the Pediatric
Academic Societies of America
meeting In New Orleans.
The women, all first-time mothers, were randomly assigned to one
of three subgroups at Houston's
Ben Taub Hospital, one of two
public hospitals In Harris County.
Thirty-three were coached,
coaxed and encouraged through
labor by a doula — a woman who
had been taught how to do that,
but didn't have medical training.
Unlike a midwife, the doula did nol
deliver the baby but was there to
support the mother.
The doulas stayed with the
women for several hours after
delivery, showing them how to hold

Six to eight weeks later,
researchers went to the women's
homes, saying they were giving the
babies a series of tests but actually watching the mothers.

WHY HAUL IT HOME

Buck.ye 1 Summer Storage Available
24 Hour Access
For More Information
Call (419) 352-1520

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Monday
Loud & Local
No Cover
21 and over
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Pool • Video Games • Ping Pong • Pinball

Don't go bam
looking for a $a£e%
to live next ftlljiM*
He Management still has
apartments available
Campus Manor
Main
rthST.
610 Eighth Street
1UH Mam St

•

\ stroke can change
vour life forever

their babies, feed them and generally get comfortable with them. Ms.
Landry said.
Thlrty-flve women got the hospital's standard treatment, and If
they complained of pain they were
Initially offered a narcotic.
Thirty-six were first offered an
epidural anesthetic. "Many mothers were Interested in the study in
part because at this big hospital,
epidurals weren't usually given."
Ms. Landry said.
The doulas were paid by the
researchers. They generally charge
$250 to $400 to help a woman
through labor and Immediately
afterward, researchers said.

811 Eighth St

•
v .
777Manville

113 Railroad St (next to Kmko'3)
3S2-9302
Mon-Frio-S Sat 8-12
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□ Ohio House Bill 215
allows underclass high
school students the
opportunity to attend
Bowling Green in the
fall.

Education

By ANN DIERKSHEIDE
Die BC News
Freshman and sophomore high
school students will have the
opportunity to attend the University beginning In the fall, because of
Ohio House Bill 215. which was
passed by the legislature in 1997.
The University has received six
applications from freshman and
sophomore high school students
for the 1998-99 academic year,
said Lisa McHugh. associate director of Academic Enhancement.
"I Ihlnk they see it as a privilege
to attend college, and Its an additional privilege to attend as a
freshman or sophomore," she said.
The student's admission Is
determined by a 3.5 or better grade
point average, a letter of recommendation and an essay. The
essay describes why Post-Secondary Option (PSO) would benefit
the students that are freshman
and sophomores In high school.
There Is some concern from the

University faculty as well as from
the high school guidance counselors whose schools participate In
the PSO program.
They have to be really mature
to go to college at that age." said
Beverly Willman. Lakota High
School guidance counselor.
Willman said she Isn't pushing
for her underclassman to attend
college at a young age.
"I wouldn't want my 14- or 15year-old to be In a class with a 20year-old." she said.
McHugh said they will monitor
the younger students closely to see
how they adapt to college life. She
said It's a good opportunity for certain students, but it is beyond
where they should be right now.
The PSO program was passed
by legislature In 1990 and permitted Juniors and seniors In high
school to take college courses.
McHugh said the University admitted 130 high school Juniors and
seniors for the fall term.
She said the PSO program gives
high school students two options.
Plan A allows the student to attend
college at their own expense, but It
does not combine the high school
and college grade point averages.
However, Plan B allows the studeni

to attend college at the expense of
the state and combines the high
school and college grade point
averages.
M.Hugh said combining the two
grade point averages could risk
lowering the students overall grade
point average. There are a few students at the University who chose
Plan A because they wanted to
ensure their high school grade
point average would nol be at risk
she said.
"We have had an overwhelmingly positive experience with PSO."
McHugh said. These students are
a fun group to work with because
they are motivated and enjoy their
classes."
In the past two years, there
have been only eight students out
of 152 who could not successfully
finish the PSO program because
they didn't meet the required 2.5
grade point average. McHugh said.
She said the program has a 95 percent continuation rate.
As for Lakota High School, they
have 18 students In the PSO program, four of whom attend the
University, Willman said.
"Post Secondary (Option) causes
the students to take responsibility
for things they usually don't and
they can see what college life Is
like." she said. The program
allows students to think they are

7 wouldn't want my 14- or 15-year-old to be in
a class with a 20-year-old."
Beverly Willman
Lakota High School guidance counsclol
more mature than their fellow high
school students because they are
attending college. Some students
feel out of place at high school
after they have attended college."
Willman said some students
decide to participate in PSO to take
more challenging courses or to
take courses that are not offered at
the high school. She said many of
the students need to be challenged
with tougher course work because
they are more advanced than other
students.
Bowling Green High School has
about 20 students who attend the
University through PSO. said Joan
Tussing. senior guidance counselor at BGHS. She said they have
about 20 to 25 students participating in the program over the past
five years.
"It's fortunate we have a low
number of students taking Post
Secondary Option. Otherwise. It
would affect the high school curriculum." she said.
If too many students took PSO.
then there would not be a demand

for certain high school classes and
other students would miss out,
Tussing said. Not all students are
mature enough to participate In
PSO and those who are are really
motivated and mature enough to
take college courses, she said.
"PSO Is for students who need
to academically expand beyond
high school. I think the students
have used the program to their
best benefit." Tussing said.
Tina Reynolds, a senior at Lakota High School. Is majoring In aerospace engineering. She attends
high school in the mornings and
the University in the afternoon.
"I wanted to help save my parents some money and the high
school wasn't going to offer me
everything 1 wanted to take."
Reynolds said. "I have a disadvantage because I am younger, but 1
do get an understanding of the college atmosphere and I've been
lucky enough to get very good
teachers and professors who are
willing lo work with me."

Clinton argues against cutting bilingual education
U Parents are concerned that the programs become a hindrance to learning English.

^^
The Associated I'rcss

^^

PORTOLA VALLEY. Calif. Acknowledging that bilingual education can be "Intellectual purgatory'' for some schoolchildren. President Clinton nonetheless argued
forcefully against a California Ini-

tiative to dismantle such programs.
Clinton, in his first public comments on the Initiative, called It
"the wrong answer." But. he said
he understood some parents' concerns that their children are
allowed lo languish In bilingual

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

*^1
.
programs for so long that they
become a crutch and a hindrance
to learning English.
The system we have Is not
working well for all children." Clinton told Democratic patrons at a
S25.00O-per-couple fund raiser
late Friday night.

"We need to do right by these
kids and doing right means giving
them what they need, but not
keeping them trapped In some sort
of Intellectual purgatory where
they'll get bored and drop out of

«rhnn!
won I go
un forward.
school and won't
forward."
Callfornlans vote June 2 on
Proposition 227, a ballot measure
that would replace a multiplicity of
bilingual education programs In
the state — where schools official
ly recognize 55 different languages
— with a one-year course of
Instruction taught mostly in English.
Clinton said his administration
was developing Instead a national
model that would ensure no child
needed to be In bilingual programs
for more than three years.

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
KMMl HOirSMC
O'lOITuN.Tr

(across from Taco Bell)
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University Bookstore
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Fri 8-5; Sat 9-5
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Clinton
scandal
dying
down
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A hundred days after a sex scandal
Jeopardized his presidency.
President Clinton enjoys a
political recovery that frustrates his critics and surprises
even his supporters. While a
cloud still hovers over the
president, the roar about
Impeachment or resignation
has faded to a whisper.
In public. Clinton projects
himself as an untroubled man.
He brushes off scandal questions and insists he is interested only In doing the people's
business. He believes his
approach is the best strategy
for political survival as well as
smart policy for the country
and good politics, aides say.
His busy overseas travel
schedule — Africa in March.
Chile in April. Europe In May.
China In June — has helped
divert attention. He also has
been buoyed by his wife's
unwavering support and dismissal of Paula Jones' sexual
harassment suit.
Privately, though. Clinton
sometimes vents anger and
frustration about special prosecutor Kenneth Starr and his
Investigations. He complains
the news media has been
unfair. He believes he Is the
victim of a right-wing conspiracy

gel3

Columbia returns but mission not over
J Space shuttle Columbia and crew returned to
Earth safely Sunday.
The Associattfl /Vest
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - Space
shuttle Columbia and Its crew
returned to Earth on Sunday, ending two weeks of lab work that
advanced brain research despite
unexpected animal casualties. And
the experiments were far from over.
Stretchers were carted to the
landing strip so live of the seven
astronauts could be carried off the
shuttle to try to preserve their
weightless state for Immediate medical tests.
At the same time, workers rushed
to unload the spaceship so scientists could begin dissecting the few
dozen baby rats that survived 16
days of weightlessness, as well as
the nearly 2.000 fish, snails, crickets and older rodents that flew. Most
of the young rats died in orbit, victims of maternal neglect.
Space Shuttle Columbia lands safely on Earth Sunday.
It was a race against gravity: the
Mission Control congratulated the astrosooner the astronauts and animals could be nauts for "a historic mission that elevated neuexamined, the greater the likelihood of observ- rosclence research to record heights
ing space-Induced changes in the nervous sysOnly the rodent researchers taww for sure
tem.
what they were getting back.
To everyone's relief. Columbia landed right
The astronauts kept close watch on the 170
on time at the Kennedy Space Center, where rodents that rocketed into orbit with them on
about 200 researchers waited with scalpels
April 17. especially after 52 of 96 baby rats
Columbia swooped through a clear noontime died. The surrogate mother rats could not or
sky and touched down neatly on the runway. would not nurse the young animals In space.
The trip added 6.4 million miles to the odomeBecause the containers for the fish, snails
ter of NASA's oldest shuttle.
and crickets were inaccessible aboard ColumCommander Richard Searfoss had only two bia, the astronauts did not know how those anifunctioning hydraulic power units for most of mals fared in weightlessness.
the hourlong descent. The cooling system for
The postflight dissection plan called for the
the third unit failed to work Saturday; Searfoss fish and crickets to be placed on Ice and frozen
turned that unit on just minutes before touch- to death, the snails to be doused in alcohol and
down so it would not overheat.
the rats to be decapitated or overdosed with

IMMEDIATE
EMPLOYMENT!
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ONLY

$21.95

Great summer jobs available with
some of the Cleveland area's
most prestigious companies.
GREAT PAY AND HOURS
Earn from $300 - $450 per week!
Call Immediately
and have the job you want waiting
for you.
(22 positions currently available)

(440) 331-0321
Arthur Agency Employment Experts, Inc.
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AuocUUd Pren photo
anesthesia. The work was expected to take
hours.

One scientist hoped to get back more animals than he sent up.
Michael Wlederhold. a researcher at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio, launched 60 adult snails aboard
Columbia. The last time he flew snails In space,
"they Just went to town" and yielded 500 offspring. Because this mission was longer, he
was hoping for 700.
Reproduction seems to be a snap for snails
In space. Wlederhold said, because there's Mule
In the shuttle aquarium for them to run into
and grab onto — except one another.
The big question, for the astronauts anyway,
was whether they would return to space this
summer and do it again.
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Bush, Aldrin help
rededicate Wright
Brothers monument
□ First flight remembered with fireworks
and speeches.
The Associated Press

Aoociated Press photo
Buzz Aldrin lauds the achievement of the Wright Brothers as ex-president George Bush looks on.

KILL DEVIL HILLS. N.C. - The
monument that marks man's first
powered flight was rededicated
Saturday amid fireworks, patriotic
IIIII-.II and speeches by a former
Navy pilot who became president
and an astronaut who walked on
the moon.
The relighting of the beacon
atop the Wright Brothers National
Memorial capped a tribute to
American ingenuity and the conquest of air.
"It might sound chauvinistic.

but I don't think flight could've
been Invented anywhere else but In
the United States of America." former President George Bush said.
Astronaut Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin
also helped commemorate what
Orvtlle and Wilbur Wright accomplished here Dec. 17. 1903.
"History will remember the
inhabitants of the time as the people who went from Kilty Hawk to
the moon In 66 years." Aldrin said.
"We sometimes forget that the
advent of the airplane was even
more astonishing than the arrival
of the rocket."
Originally dedicated on Nov. 19.
1932. the six-story granite pylon
was restored to Its original luster
in anticipation of the 100th
anniversary of flight In 2003.

Banana exporter engaged in questionable practices
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Chlqulla Brands
International Inc.. a worldwide
exporter of bananas. Is engaged In
questionable business practices In
the Central American countries
where It obtains the fruit. The
Cincinnati Enquirer reported Sunday.
In a copyright report, the newspaper summed up Its year-long
Investigation of the Cincinnatibased company. Chlqulla disputed

suggestions that any of Its practices are Improper.
The Enquirer said It found that:
— Chlqulla secretly controls
dozens of supposedly Independent
banana companies through business structures designed to avoid
restrictions on land ownership and
security laws in Cenlral American
countries
— Chlquita and its subsidiaries
are engaged in pesticide use that
threatens the health of workers

and nearby residents, despite an
agreement with an environmental
group to adhere to safe practices.
— A worker on a Chlquita subsidiary farm died In November
1997 after exposure to toxic chemicals in a banana field, according
to a local coroner's report.
— Hundreds of people In a
Costa Riran barrio — Barrio Paris,
near San Jose — have been
exposed to a toxic chemical emitting from the factory of a Chlquita

Burton to release 54 calls after
omitting Hillary reference
Li Whitewater tapes
were edited to protect
Hubbell's family, Burton claims.
The Assix iated Press
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Respond
Ing to accusations that he doctored
Webster Hubbell's prison phone
calls. Republican Rep. Dan Burton
said Sunday he will release 54 of
the conversations in their entirety.
Among them are previously omil
ted segments in which Hubbell
asserts Hillary Rodham Clinton's
Innocence and slates that he Isn't
taking hush money.
Burton said his Investigators
edited the tapes to protect the
Hubbell family's privacy.
"If anyone believes" Burton's
explanation about protecting privacy. "I have a bridge to sell them."
former White House counsel Jack
Qulnn said on NBC's "Meet the
Press "

"I don't remember r -r In the

a committee altering and doctoring
and selectively putting out information that changes both the
meaning and content of those
tapes." While House adviser Rahm
Emanuel said on CNN's "Late Edition.''
Burton. R-lnd.. called the accusations "baloney" and offered to
release all 600 recorded conversations totaling 150 hours with the
consent of Hubbell lawyer John
Nlelds. When Nlelds rejected the
idea. Burton announced he would
release the 54 conversations.
Portions of Hubbell's prison
tapes released to the news media
were edited by Burton's committee
"so as to change their meaning,"
Nlelds said on ABC's This Week
With Sam Donaldson and Cokle
Roberts."
"None of this should be
released. None of II? Absolutely
none of It." Nlelds said. "I want
none of It talked about. ... This Is
very, very wrong."
Burton, chairman of the House
Government Reform and Oversight
Committee, began releasing por-

calls last Thursday when the former associate attorney general was
indicted for conspiracy and tax
evasion.
The committee's ranking Democrat.
Rep. ' Henry
Waxman.
demanded an immediate session of
the panel to decide "how to remedy
this unconscionable situation. You
have unilaterally subpoenaed
these tapes, unilaterally released
them, and apparently unilaterally
altered the content to suit your
purposes."
Nlelds rejected the suggestion
that in one prison phone call, the
lawyer and Hubbell were discussing a possible presidential
pardon. Nlelds said that he and
Hubbell were discussing a grant of
immunity from the office of Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth Starr.
Hubbell "has sat down with
people In the Independent Counsel's Office for over 100 hours and
If they are trying to pressure him
now. It is not to cooperate, it's
because they don't like what he
said and they want to make him
say something different." Nleldi

subsidiary. Polymer Plastipak. The
plant makes plastic bags Impregnated with a pesticide called chlorpyrtfos. used to protect bananas
from insects, that can cause paralysis, nerve damage and death In
humans The company has conceded only that the plant emits a
"bad odor."
— Employees of Chlquita and a
subsidiary were involved in an
alleged bribery scheme In Colombia that has come to the attention

of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange
Commission.
Two
employees have been forced to
resign.
— Chlquita fruit-transport
ships have been used to smuggle
cocaine Into Europe. Authorities
seized more than a ton of cocaine
from seven Chlquita ships In 1997.
The company was unaware and
did not approve of the cocaine
• See BANANA, page fifteen.

A proud perch

Two bald eagles were found perched on a branch.
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Cancer
drugs
effective
in mice

e BG News
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J Researcher cautions
that the same process
may not be effective in
humans.

®

The Associated Press
BOSTON — The man who dls
covered a drug combination that
wipes out cancer In mice called the
treatment "very promising." but
urged caution Sunday, saying the
success might not carry over to
humans.
Dr. Judah Folkman. a Harvard
professor and researcher at
Boston's Children's Hospital, said
the drugs — which have been
proven to wipe out all forms of
cancer In mice — may have potentially dramatic effects on human
cancers.
"But we have to be careful with
expectations." Folkman warned.
"We know the proteins work on
mice, but the Important thing is
determining whether they work on
people."
Researchers hope within a year
to begin testing the drugs on
humans.
"I am putting nothing on higher
priority than getting this Into clinical trials." Dr. Richard D. Klausner. director of the National Cancer Institute, told The New York
Times In a Sunday. The mouse
siudles are "remarkable and wonderful."
The drugs — anglostatln and
endostatln — work by cutting off
the blood supply to tumors. Given
intravenously, tumors In mice
have shrunk and disappeared
altogether.
The development of the pair —
called anll-angiogenesis drugs —
caps a 30-year research process
that began when Folkman reasoned that tumors cannot grow or
spread without a steady blood
supply.
A major development In the
work to find cancer Inhibitors
came more than a decade ago
when
Folkman
and
other
researchers developed a first generation of cancer Inhibiting drugs
that slowed the growth of tumors
in animals.
Experiments with these early
cancer inhibitors In human
patients over the past five years
have shown tumor shrinkage as
well. Folkman said. The new proteins take the cancer therapy one
step further.
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Back by popular demand
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ShakenMan

R&B and Soul Hot band out of Cleveland

©owling Green §tate University
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50 states, 50 weeks: Teen-ager pens her story

□ Amy Burritt traveled
coast to coast, met 44
governors and wants to
tell her story.
The Associated Press

TRAVERSE CITY. Mich. - Amy
Burrll! though! her parents had
gone crazy when they said they
wanted to sell their share of the
family business, rent a motor
home and roam the country for a
year.
They also wanted to meet the
governor of every state.
"You want to do what?" Amy
demanded. "But what about my
friends? And our store? Our house,
what about our house?"
That was In mid-1995. Over the
next year Amy. brother Jonathan,
and parents Kurt and Emily Burritt would drive from coast to
coast, fly to Alaska and Hawaii and
meet 44 governors. All 50 governors signed a sweatshirt for Amy.
Now. 15-year-old Amy has written and self-published "My American Adventure: 50 States in 50
Weeks." The 254-page hardback
went on sale Friday in her hometown of Traverse City.
The national publication date Is
May 15. Three days later. Amy will
start a book tour that will reunite
her with at least 10 governors who
have agreed to sponsor or appear
at her slgnings.

Gov. John Engler. who wrote
the foreword and helped Amy
chase down some of his more elusive counterparts. Joined her at a
bookstore Friday during a northem Michigan campaign visit.
"I've learned that tf you set your
mind to it, you can accomplish
anything."' Amy said. "But I didn't
know Just what I was getting Into
at first."
Drawn from journals kept during the trip, her book is a travel
guide, history text and personal
memoir.
She reflects candidly on personal struggles, especially the fraying
of ties to her best friends during
their months apart. She relates
amusing misadventures, such as
when her dad knocked off the 34foot motor home's television antenna.
In Vermont, she narrowly
escaped falling down a waterfall. In
Louisiana, she learned to suck
brains out of boiled crawfish. She
swam with dolphins in Hawaii,
watched bighorn sheep butt heads
in South Dakota and made friends
with homeless children al a Rhode
Island campground.
But the governors provide some
of her most vivid memories. Some
curtly offer little more than a
handshake: others grant Interviews and reflect on their lives and
work.
Maryland Gov. Parrls Glendening surprised the Burritts with an
Invitation to a reception and tour
of the executive mansion. The day

Amy turned 13. Alabama's Fob Missouri: William Weld of MassaJames serenaded her with "Happy chusetts; Lawton fluids of Florida:
Birthday."
and Pete Wilson of California.
In Connecticut. Gov. John RowThe trip's low point was a
land makes sure she left with a gloomy Easier In Alaska, where
bigger haul of souvenirs than New Amy tearfully begged to go home.
Hampshire provided. "They're But when her mom reminded her
cheapskates up there," he said.
that "we aren't quitters." Amy
A profound statement came •resolved to keep going.
from Brereton Jones of Kentucky,
That was a real turning point."
who said a recent near-fatal hell- Kurt Burritt said. "She made a
copter crash taught him to seek "a determination to finish what she'd
purpose greater than ourselves."
begun and from then on you could
The Burritts didn't meet Evan see a change In her. We left with a
Bayh of Indiana; Tom Ridge of girl and came home with a young
Pennsylvania: Mel Carnahan of lady-

Amy's quest ended al the 1996
Republican National Convention In
San Diego, where Gov. David
Beasley of South Carolina escorts
her onto the noisy floor to meet
George Volnovich of Ohio and
George Patakl of New York. Afterward, she and Beasley exchanged
high fives.
Did the experience make her
want to go into politics?
There's a chance ... but I won't
even try unless 1 know I can
change things, make a difference,"
she said. "I wouldn't run for office
Just to be Ihere."

was bulldozed and villagers run
out at gunpoint. On a palm plantation controlled by a Chlqulta subsidiary In Honduras, a man was
shot to death and another man
injured by security guards using
an Illegal automatic weapon.
— The SEC Is Investigating
Chlqulta's business practices. In
April. SEC Investigators Issued
multiple subpoenas to Chlqulta for
documents. A company source
gave the Enquirer copies of laped

voice-mall messages by Chlqulta
executives, and the SEC has copies
of those tapes.
The company denied the newspaper's Implications in a prepared
statement released Sunday.
The Information contained In
the Enquirer's story was selectively edited, incomplete and presented out of context and portrays a
highly Inaccurate Image of Chlquita." the company said.
Chlqulta spokesman Joe llagm

said the company had nothing to
add to the statement.
Enquirer Editor and Vice President Lawrence K. Beaupre issued a
simple response.
"We stand by our stories," he
said.
Cincinnati businessman Carl H.
Undner Jr.. as Chlqulta's chairman and chief executive officer,
and his family control Chlqulta.
They declined Invitations to be
Interviewed by the Enquirer for Its

report, the newspaper said.
Instead, the company hired Wash
ington law firm Kirkland & Ellis to
provide company responses to
reporters* questions.
A message left Sunday at Kirkland & Ellis was not returned.
The Enquirer sent reporters to
the Central American banana
plantations as well as to Canada.
Belgium. New York and Washington to compile Its report.

Associated Press photo
The Burrill family stands in front of their motor home.

BANANAContinued from page fourteen.
shipments, but the problem was
traced to lax security on Its Colombian docks.
— Security guards have used
force to enforce their authority on
plantations operated or controlled
by Chlqulta. In one case. Chlquita
called In the Honduran military to
enforce a court order to evict residents of a farm village. The village

Are you good at finding errors?
Then The BG News wants you!
We need copyeditors to work evenings reading material for the next day's newspaper.
Questions? Call Darla at 372-6966.
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Stark's off-track betting may be decided in vote
13 Canton residents are
concerned about offtrack betting.
The Assa iaied Press
CANTON. Ohio (AP) — Opponents of a proposed off-track betting parlor are out gathering petl-

tions seeking to force a Stark
County vote in the matter In
November.
An off-track betting parlor
would allow people to make bets
without having to attend a horse
racing track.
Opponents of off-track betting
In Canton says say they are close
to getting the 12.309 signatures

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

needed by June 15 to put the Issue
on the November ballot for a countywlde vole on whether to allow the
parlor to open, the Akron Beacon
Journal reported Sunday.
Meanwhile. Canton's off-track
betting supporters are trying to
convince voters that economic
development and Jobs would be
results.

"It's so Important for this to be
resolved in Canton, because this
sets the precedent." said Denise
Teeters, who raises horses with her
husband. Bud. "In the 30 years
that Bud and I have been Involved,
there has not been anything that
will help our industry like off-track
betting will."
In March. Canton City Council

otf^i

approved in a 9-3 vote a proposal
for an off-track betting parlor for
horse racing. Officials of Northfleld
Park said the parlor could open
within three to six months.
Canton's off-track betting parlor
could be the first in the state since
the Legislature approved up to 14
parlors In 1994.
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Columbia Court Apartments
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$25 Ok

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

224 E. Wooster GREEN BRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1 pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Congratulations
and best of luck to
1998 graduates!
Good luck to all of you on finals, and a special thanks to
all of our 1997-1998 residents! See you next year!

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS • 352-9135

OAK
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
THE NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONOR SOCIETY
FOUNDED 1914
The Beta Tau Circle of
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Welcomes its spring, 1998, intiates who
wear blue ribbons:
Amy L. Hine
Anne C. Burge
Jeflrey A. Jednacz
Jessica E. Larcom
Heidi M. Masters-Siebenaler
Bradley A. Leyrer
Elliot S. Nicely
and
Linda M. Kemp, Alumnus
Jetf Grilliol, Administrator
Amy C'Donnell, Staff
Tom D. Klein, Faculty
And appreciates the work of the 1997-98 Officers:
Tom Williams, President
Megan Meyer, Vice ■ President
Michele Kalo, Secretary - Treasurer
And congratulates all graduating members of OAK
Roger C. Anderson, Faculty Advisor
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Study: Chocolate, caffeine linger in horses Survey
□ OSU completes
study noting the diet of
racehorses.
The Assixiatfd Press
COLUMBUS
—
An
Ohio
Stale University study says racehorses fed with chocolate would be
better off sticking with oats and
hay.
The study showed a dally
chocolate treat can put enough
caffeine in a 1,000-pound horse to
make the animal fall drug screening tests.

Results of the research were
published in the Journal of Analytical Toxicology.
Richard Sams. OSU professor of
veterinary medicine, developed the
evidence after Investigating a Florida case In which caffeine was
found in a racehorse's urine.
A trainer suspected that the
horse's fondness for M&Ms might
be the problem and asked Sams to
verify that hunch.
During an eight-day trial last
year, three OSU research horses
were fed a dairy pack of M&M's
chocolate-coated peanuts — about
20 candies each per day.
They weren't really Interested

nrtrwrrTPPro

842 S. Main St.

353-8204
Guaranteed Low Prices!
Your neighborhood store that has everything!

Spring Cleaning
Need to fix-up your apartment
before you leave for the summer?
Come visit us for supplies!
Hours; Mon-Sat 9am-8pm Sun I2pm-5pm

In them at first.'' Sams said, "but
after two or three days, they really
seemed to like them, coming up to
the person feeding them and seeking their packages out."
Researchers learned that caffeine and theobromlne. another
chocolate-based stimulant, linger
in horses longer than in people
Urine tests on the last day of the
trial showed caffeine concentrations of about 0.05 parts per million and theobromlne at about 9.5
parts per million — enough to fail
racing commission drug tests.
M&M's may not be a regular
part of equestrian diets, but Sams
said he has seen trainers give their

animals cans of soft drinks or
nutritional supplements with even
suffer doses of caffeine.
He said a growing number of
stimulants are showing up in feed
and. in the case of racehorses. In
drug screening tests.
Outdated baked goods, many of
which contain chocolate, may be
mixed Into horse chow after Uiey're
no longer suitable for human consumption.
"That's a wln-wln for the commercial bakeries and the feed
processors." Sams said. "It's
wholesome stuff, even If Its stale."

Looking for a new car?
Race in to get Glass
City's special car loan
sale rate. This low rate is
good for the first 500
loans only, so act now!
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Sunday Open 6PM - 2 AM
: II

>1|

Open Noon- 4am
:..:■.■

•■

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND
^"V'IC.I

University Dining Services Student Union ™"»!g
End of the Semester Closing Schedule
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Thursday May 7,1998

Falcon's Nest
Bowl-n-Greenery
Pheasant Room

7am-11pm
11:30am-1:30pm
II:30am- 1:30pm

7.95

Falcon's Nest

NCUA

7am-6pm
11:30am-1:30pm
11:30am-1:30pm

Saturday May 9,1998
7am-5pm
Sunday May 10,1998

Mothers Day Buffet
(Lenhart Grand Ballroom)
Falcon's Nest
(Coffee Shop)

11:30am-2:OOpm
7am-1 lam

The Falcon's Nest will accept debit money
until 1:00pm Saturday May 9, 1998

.-#■

/

APR.

• I-., ail 95 aad an vebdea Ton beau apply. Loaaa jubatct to
narmhenhiri eligibility. credit approval, ud appkeatioa Rale subject to
cheaje Special uk rale food uauj W0 loan an made a 7/3IM.

Friday May 8,1998
Falcon's Nest
Bowl-n-Greenery.
Pheasant Room_

The winner of the University
Bookstore's S300 gift certificate
was announced Thursday.
Nathan Collins, sophomore
pychology major, won the gift certificate, said Jack Taylor. Under
graduate Initiatives.
He said the survey will be used
to help the University determine
which areas of adviser and student
relationships
needs
to
be
improved.

Race For 500 Auto loans

come parly with the trendsetters in Adult Entertainment

':■'::

The BG News

Glass City 500

Q&carkts
<>•'

winner
announced

Wi^iCityi In ml

Members:
Start Your Applications »

a

Executive Office: 1666 East Broadway • Toledo. Ohio 43605 • (419) 691-3595 • 1-800-837-3595
1155 N. Main Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419)352-0787

433 Superior Street
Rouford. Ohio 43460
(419)666 5300

336 W. Dunel Drive. Suite A-3
Maumee. Ohio 43537
(419)193-4772

2214 Leakey Road
Toledo. Ohio 43613
(419)475^201
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■*«
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'Angels' features strong performances, little chemistry
By KEVIN NEUDECKER
The BG News

t

In 1987 German
filmmaker Wlm
Wenders created
one of the most
beautiful pieces of
art committed to
film with his story of modern
day angels called "Wings of
Desire."
The film Is often considered
one of the greatest of all time.
The new movie "City of
Angels." based on the Wenders' film, concentrates on one
aspect of that film: the love
story.
The stories differ so much,
despite i li • fact that some dialogue Is lifted directly from
"Wings of Desire." that It Is
unfair to compare them.
On its own merits. "City of
Angels" Is a believable love
story that nearly avoids Hollywood cliches to tell Its story.
Nicholas Cage plays Seth.
an angel who roams Los Angeles observing people, listening
to their thoughts and providing an unseen comfort to them
when they need It. Seth Is not
alone, however.
He Is surrounded by other
angels that dress In black
trench coats and hang out In
the library. Seth and his
friend, fellow angel Cassiel

(Andre Braugher) compare
notes about their observations
on the human collective.
The angels themselves cannot touch, smell, taste or see
colors. They are deprived of
the human experience that
they witness everyday.
Seth becomes enamored
with a female doctor named
Maggie (Meg Ryan), after he
witnesses her pain and agony
when she loses a patient In
the operating room. Seth-has
the ability to be seen by Maggie If he wants, so he makes
himself look human and gets
to know her.
Maggie Is drawn to Seth's
mysterious ways and Seth
falls In love with her quickly.
The only problem with their
burgeoning love Is that Seth
cannot feel her touch. There
seems to be no way out of this
predicament until Seth meets
a man named Messlnger (Dennis Franz).
Messlnger confides In Seth
that he was once an angel, but
he took the giant leap. He fell
to the earth and became
human In order to experience
aspects of life like food, pain
and love.
If Seth is willing to sacrifice
his eternal life he can be with
Maggie and experience the
ordinary beauty of human life.
Meg Ryan's performance is

Publisher's Weekly Best Selling Books

■

t»Hardcover Fiction:
."You Belong to Me" by Mary Hlggins Clark (Simon
ft Schuster)
J8M^MBII U *i
2. -V Is for NOOK" by Sue Grafton (Henry Holt)
3. "Message In a Bottle" by Nicholas Sparks (Warner)
4. "Black and Blue" by Anna Qulndlen (Random House)
5. The Street Lawyer" by John Griaham (Doubleday)
6. The Long Road Home" by Danielle Steel (Delacorte)
7. "Pandora" by Anne Rice (Knopf)
8. A Patchwork Manet" by Anne Tyler (Knopf)
9. "Cold Mountain" by Charles Frazter (Atlantic Monthly)
10. "Memoirs of a Getsha" by Arthur Golden (Knopf)

•Paperbacks:
1. "Pretend You Dont See Her" by Mary Hlggins Clark (Pocket)
2. "Dr. Atkins' New Diet Revolution" by Robert C. Atkins (Avon)
3. Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Balance of Power" by Tom Clancy and
Steve Pteoenik (Berkley)
4. The Horse Whisperer" by Nicholas Evens (DeH)
5. "Plum Island" by Nelson DeMllle (Warner)
6. Into Thin Air" by Jon Xrakauer (Anchor)
7. "London" by Edward Rutherfurd (Fawcett Crest)
8. "Sanctuary" by Nora Roberts Uovej
' Thin Dark Lme* by Tarn! Hoag (Bantam)
^^BE Partner" by John Grtsham (Dell/Island)

Nicholas Cage plays an angel who falls in love with a doctor (Meg Ryan) in
the movie "City of Angels." Photo provided
wonderful, but palling her
with Nicholas Cage doesn't
work. They don't have a magical chemistry that would have
overlapped the shortcomings
of the story.
Nicholas Cage is sometimes
stale in his delivery and Is
lacking in the charm that
would help win over Maggie.
If one star will emerge from
this film it may be director
Brad Silberling. He thankfully
does not try to imitate the
genius of Wenders. Instead he
offers a unique vision of the
story.
His images, especially of the

angels congregating on the
beach for sunrises and sunsets are gorgeous pieces of
filmmaking. He should be
commended for taking a
recent film, adapting it and
making It his own. It will be
interesting to see what he can
do with a film that Is all his
own.
There is nothing truly bad
about "City of Angels." The
only shame comes from the
knowledge that millions of
people will see this film and
never see "Wings of Desire." or
even know that it exists.

City of Angels
Starring: Meg Ryan, Nicholas
Cage, Dennis Franz
Kevin says: Solid performances
devoid ot cliches, but lacking a
believable link between Meg
Ryan and Nicholas Cage

• ••
1 alar. m« go to lha bar
2 atari: 90 to it* bar fin*
3 Mara: mov*. man bar
4 atari' mowa. than mov* aga*>

Oscar-winning designer celebrated
The Associated Press
NEW YORK— Call it Hollywood on Seventh Avenue.
Edith Head: A Retrospec
tacular!" drevJ celebrities from
both coasts to celebrate the
life of costume designer Edith
Head.
Screen legends Lauren
Bacall. Tlppl Hedren and
Janet Leigh joined designers
Todd Oldham. John Bartlett
and Pamela Dennis to pay
tribute to Head. The evening
featured a stage production,
film clips and original Edith
Head costumes.
During her career, which
spanned nearly six decades.
Head was nominated for 35
Academy Awards and won
eight Oscars. She died In
1981. shortly before her 84th
birthday.
She defined her work in this
way: "What a costume designer does Is a cross between

magic and camouflage. We
create the illusion of changing
the actors Into what they are
not. We ask the public to
believe that every time they
see a performer on the screen
he's become a different person."
The gala raised $1 million
to benefit the Motion Picture &
Television Fund and Deajgn
Industries Foundation Pjght
Ing AIDS. It was the first time
the MPTF benefit was held
outside of Los Angeles, and
the party attracted a sellout
crowd of some 600 guests at
55 Wall St.. where the luxuri
ous Cipriani hotel is scheduled to open.
Among the partygoers:
designers Betsey Johnson.
Marc Bouwer and Cynthia
Rowley, and from Hollywood.
Gina Gershon. Richard Gere.
Roddy McDowall. Anne Archer
and Jullanne Moore.
"Perhaps no single Hollywood eostume designer has

dressed more female stars
than Edith Head." said Moore,
who wore a '50s-style shirtwaist dress designed by
Bartlett.
Actress Debi Mazar portrayed Head in the stage production, commenting on the
films, the stars and the directors she worked with during
her distinguished career.
Mazar wore two designs by
Isabel Toledo — one white, the
other black — in the style of
Edith Head. Head's signature
eyeglasses and coiffure were
the finishing touches.
How prolific was designer
Edith Head?
"She designed 1.131 films
during a career that spanned
almost 60 years." said Michael
Douglas, who was at the podium, along with Bacall. to
honor her. "In 1940 alone.
Edith Head designed 47 films."
Her career began with epic

•► See HEAD, page 21
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'Clerks' director looks to future
By CHRIS NICKERSON
The BG News

"f*

Four years ago
If you had asked
Kevin Smith
what would
become of the
Aim he had just spent $27,000
making, he probably would
have said. "Not much."
This may be because only
one person who wasn't part of
the cast came to the movie's
first screening. Four years
later, word of mouth and critical praise have made Smith
the Golden Boy of Independent
films.
Smith began his film
career with Clerks (1994)
which he wrote, directed and
financed. This black-and-white
comedy follows a day In the
life of a Qulckstop employee (a
convenient store Smith then
worked at), and his best friend
from the video store next door.
Smith not only directed the
movie, but cast himself as
Silent Bob. (one half of a drug
and advice-dealing duo of
Silent Bob and Jay).
After a poor financial
return. Clerks was picked up
by Miramax Films. Miramax
re-released the movie, which
vent on to gross $3 million
and take top honors at both
the Sundance and Cannes film
festivals. The movie also landed Smith a deal with Miramax.
His deal included the formation of a Miramax comic
book division (Smith is a
comic book fan), a music division and a multi-picture deal
for Smith.
Smith's sophomore effort.

movies. Chasing Amy dealt
MaUrats. was his first official
with Its subject more seriouspicture for Miramax. Released
ly. The plot revolves around
In 1995. it was Intended to
Holden (Ben Affleck) who
cash in on the lingering popualong with his best friend
larity of Clerks. Although Mall
1 lanky (Jason Lee) publishes a
rats was written and directed
popular comic book. Holden
by Smith. It failed commercial
then meets and
ly and garnered
falls In love with
several bad
Alyssa
reviews.
(Joey Lauren
MaUrats is
Adams), but disthe story of two
covers, to his disfriends at a
may, that she Is a
local mall. Their
lesbian.
purpose: to win
Smith has
back their girlalready received
friends. The film
much praise for
again featured
the reverent way
the characters
he treats his
Silent Bob and
material In this
Jay. Even with
movie. Not one to
the poor critical
dwell on past
response. MaUaccomplishments.
rats attracted a
large following
Joey Lauren Adams o. las. ^*J£ ^
among college
year's "Chasing Amy"
Ject8. At ^
students.
moment he's awaiting the
The poor reviews got to
start of his next movie.
Smith. Last spring he published the scripts for Clerks
Dogma.
Dogma Is a religious comedy
and his upcoming movie.
set for a fall release, but may
Chasing Amy. In the introducbe pushed back due to unforetion Smith describes how one
review, by Matt Zoller Seltz of
seen problems.
the JVYPress. In particular
Star Emma Thompson
dropped out of the film
influenced him. Smith credits
because of her pregnancy and
Seitz's review for making him
co-star Chris Rock Is busy
decide to make Chasing Amy a
shooting Lethal Weapon 4. The
more personal story.
Chasing Amy was released
delay may allow Smith to work
on his other numerous proearly last year by Miramax
jects.
and like Clerks. It received
critical praise. The film had
He's writing Fletch 3. which
would star Chevy Chase If It
much In common with Smith's
two previous efforts. It dealt
gets made, and has been
approached by Warner Bros,
with two friends and their
search for love (and also feato write the screenplay to The
tured Silent Bob and Jay).
Green Lantern (based on the
DC comic).
Unlike Smith's previous

May means sweeps
period for most networks
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Glassy-eyed
after weeks of reruns, we'd be
happy Just to see new aliments
on "ER" and new aliens on The
X-Files." But If that's all the May
sweeps period anted up. It would
be labeled a piker.
Sweeps mean excess, because
the ratings are used to set local
ad rates. This month will see tradition observed.
Besides fresh episodes we get
movies, a grab bag of specials
and, of course. The Last Seinfeld.
CBS also mines Its rich 50 years
of news and entertainment for a
number of programs, and "Murphy Brown" and "Ellen" say very
different good-byes.
Here are highlights:
— Rob Morrow and Marisa
Tomel star in "Only Love." based
on the new novel by "Love Story"
author Erich Segal about a neurosurgeon and the women he
loves. Airs 9 p.m. Sunday and
Monday. May 10-11. on CBS.
— "Witness to the Mob." based
on the true story of hitman
Sammy Gravano and his revelations about mobster John Gottl.
stars Nicholas Turturro as Gravano. The NBC mlnisertes Is at 9
p.m. Sunday and Monday. May
10-11.
— Sam Waterston and Mia
Farrow star in "Miracle at Midnight." a dramatization of a Danish couple's desperate effort to
save thousands of their country's
Jews from Nazi deportation and
murder. 7 p.m. Sunday. May 17.
on ABC.
— "Peter Benchley's Crea-

ture." 9 p.m. Sunday and Monday. May 17-18. on ABC. Is
another tale of underwater terror
from the author of "Jaws." Cralg
T. Nelson has the Job of trying to
stop a predator unleashed on a
Caribbean Island.
— It's the military vs. "a giant
dangerous amphibious creature"
In "Gargantua." at 8 p.m. Tuesday. May 19. on Fox. Adam Baldwin stars as a biologist who
makes the big discovery on a
Polynesian Island.
VIPs and VSEs (Very Special
Episodes):
— James Carvllle. the always
entertaining political consultant,
visits "Mad About You." 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday. April 28. NBC.
— British
comedian-actor
John Cleese is the new man in
town in a two-part episode of
NBC's "3rd Rock From the Sun."
9:30 p.m. Tuesday. April 28. and
9 p.m. Wednesday. April 29.
— The final episode of ABC's
"Ellen." 9 p.m. Wednesday. May
13. Is an hourlong mock documentary of star Ellen DeGeneres'
ground-breaking show biz career.
Guest stars Include Helen Hunt.
Cindy Crawford and Woody Harrelson.
— "Seinfeld" signs off In an
hour-long episode with a hushhush plot. 9 p.m. Thursday. May
14. on NBC.
— Say a sentimental good-bye
to the gang at "FY1" during the
final episode of "Murphy Brown,"
9 p.m. Monday, May 18. on CBS.
Guest
stars Include Julia
Roberts. George Clooney. Bette
Midler and star Candlce Bergen's
mom. Frances.
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HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

Summer employment

130 E. UWiingun Sam. Bowli^ Gum, Ohio

419 354-6036
Th* Highlands - Gradual*
housing. On* bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
From $410/mo. For more info, call
354-6036
Jay-Mar Apia. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C, Gas heat. Start at
S510/mo. 12-mo leas*.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.
Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET
SUMMIT

&

Hu..

We'll lake care ol you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

fOU'

*e
^"opfcN on
25^
«»*>•'

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

Sen*.

\to<n

,

1VJ

Home City
Ice Company
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
Now Hiring for thes9 Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules

J515 E. Woosler • Across from Wendy's
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
washer and dryer in each building
range, refrigerator
new dishwashers
new microwaves
gas heat, electric air
individual electric meter

Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

"Call-We'll meet you there."

Call Today for Complete Details!!

Preferred Properties

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weigh! room, tanning)

No Parental Guarantees
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HEAD
•>■ Continued from 19
filmmaker Cecil B. DeMllle In
1924. They worked together
on nine films over a 30-year
period Including 'The Crusades." "Union Pacific." "Samson and Delilah" and The Ten
Commandments."
She created costumes for
Ingrid Bergman. Gloria Swanson. Olivia de Havllland.
Grace Kelly. Mae West. Barbara Stanwyck. Kim Novak.
Dorothy Lamour. Joanne
Woodward. Janet Leigh.
Audrey Hepburn. Natalie
Wood and many others.
"She was a master of creating a celebrity Image for others, and she became more
famous than many of the stars
she dressed." Douglas said.
Her Influence extended
beyond the silver screen.
Elizabeth Taylor's white
strapless gown for "A Place In
the Sun" was copied and worn
at proms, homecomings and
balls In 1951. "Depending on
the Interview. Edith would
claim that anywhere from 12
to 37 girls would arrive at
their formal wearing the same
design." said actress Carroll
Baker, who knew Head during
her days at Paramount Studios.
Head won an Oscar for Best
Costume Design for "A Place

; w^W^WF

in the Sun." She also won
Oscars for 'The Heiress"
(1949). "Samson and Delilah"
(1950). "All About Eve" (1950).
"Roman Holiday" (1953). "Sabrlna" (1954). "The Facts of
Life" (1960) and "The Sting"
(1973).
Hedren. who starred In
Alfred Hitchcock's The Birds."
recalled working with Head on
the film. "The Birds' was a
hard film to shoot, but Edith
was always on hand and very
helpful." she said.
Head designed a textured
wool outfit for Hedren that
could easily snag and tear as
she was being pecked apart by
the birds. "I wore the outfit for
six months" during the filming, she said.
For the gala. Hedren wore
her own Edith Head gown,
accented with a brooch In the
shape of three birds, a giA
from Hitchcock.
Head came full circle In
1981 when she adapted her
own original designs for Steve
Martin In "Dead Men Don't
Wear Plaid."
"I guess 1 had earned the
right to steal from myself."
said Mazar. In character as
Edith Head.
"Dead Men Don't Wear
Plaid" was Edith Head's final
film. It was dedicated to her.

... BCSI/s weeldy entertatvmnt
section wQl return In the fall of '98.
Read The BO Nam to get the latest
on mouies. mustc. drama and books.

No shortage of summer tours
By CHRIS NICKERSON
The BG News

Music-lovers
looking for something to do this
summer will have
plenty to choose
from.
The top-grossing festival of
1997. Lillth Fair, returns this
summer with an even stronger
lineup led by Its founder.
Sarah McLachlan.
A total of 48 acts are scheduled for the tour, with rotating
headliners such as Joan
Osborne. Paula Cole. Sheryl
Crow. The Indigo Girls. Liz
Phalr. Natalie Merchant. Luscious Jackson. Queen Latlfah.
Bonnie Raitt. Lisa Loeb and
many others.
Ullth Fair will being making
three stops In Ohio. In Columbus on July 5. Cuyahoga Falls
on August 6 and Cincinnati on
August 8.
!.iill.ip.ill iii/.i. the first major
alternative festival (and Initially the most popular), has
declined In popularity over the
past two years and subsequenUy was not able to book a
major act for this summer. Its
promoters say the festival will
take a summer off but will be
return in the summer of '99.
However, other major festivals will undoubtedly take Lollapalooza's place. The Further

Jl

$2000 Tuition
SS
■ :
Reimbursement!! ^^
'A 5

Festival, led by surviving
members of The Grateful
Dead. (Mickey Hart. Phil Lesh
and Bob Weir) will headline
under the name. Other Ones.
Along with Rusted Root, the
concert will be stopping In
Columbus on July 12.
Ozzfest. led by founder Ozzy
Osbourne. Megadeth and Tool,
will also being stopping In
Columbus on July 21.
Other festivals that will
probably make stops In Ohio
In July or August are: the
H.O.R.D.E festival, led by
founders Blues Traveler along
with Barenaked Ladles and
Ben Harper; the Smokln'
Grooves Tour, with Cypress
Hill. Busta Rhymes and Wyclef
Jean: and the Warped Tour,
led by Rancid. NOFX and Bad
Religion.
Several other bands will be
headlining their own tours this
summer, one of the biggest
being Pearl Jam. They make
their only Ohio stop in Cuyahoga Falls on August 26. but
will also play In Michigan and
Indiana.
Beck and Ben Folds Five
will being playing together In
Cuyahoga Fails also, on June
1st. The Dave Matthews Band
will hit Cincinnati on June 2.
Phlsh stops In Columbus on
July 31 and Metalllca will play
in Columbus on July 4.
ClndnnaU on July 7 and
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Closes

Kreischer

Come join the team at United Parcel Service on
our midnight Shift!! Work 10:30 pm to 3:00 am
Monday-Friday. Average 17.5 to 23 hours a week.
Earn $8.50/59.50 an hour with health benefits and
$$$ to help you through school. Tuition reimbursement applies to the midnight shift only. Call
419-891-6820 for more information.
EOE

Cuyahoga Falls on Jury 8.
If you want to check out
some good bands In small
clubs, look for Newport Music
Center in Columbus and Bogai Is In Cincinnati. Both will be
featuring the following acts
this summer: Foo Fighters.
Fugazl. Crystal Method. Green
Day and Sonic Youth.
Also look for these acts to
be headlining at an outdoor
concert near you: Elton John.
Alanls Morlssette. Jimmy Buffet. Shanla Twain, the B-52's
(with the Pretenders). Van
Halen. Santana. Beastle Boys.
Marilyn Manson. Reba McEntire (with Brooks and Dunn).
Stevle Nicks. Tori Amos and
James Taylor.
Finally, some big name acts
will being staying Inside this
summer for various reasons.
Including Eric Clapton. Celine
Dion. Janet Jackson. Marian
Carey. The Spice Girls. Billy
Joel and Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant.
Summer concerts are a
great way to check out your
favorite bands and also make
a good road trip with your
friends.
The festivals are especially
good because they offer a lot of
bands for a low price. So go to "
some concerts this summer,
relax, enlighten yourselves and
have some fun.

»
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-Sundial Food Court
-Shadows Snack Bar
-Silver River Cafe

Closed 7:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
Closed Midnight Tuesday, May 5, 1998
Closed 10:30pm Friday, May 1, 1998

Founders
-Keepers Food Court
-Keepers Snack Bar

Closed 2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
Closed Midnight Tuesday, May 5, 1998

Commons
-Main Dining
-Chily's Express

Closed 6:30pm Thursday, May 7, 1998
Closed 2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998

McDonald
-Main Dining
-Towers West
-GT Deli
-GT Express

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Harshman
-The Galley Snack Bar

Closed 2:00pm Wednesday, May 6, 1998

2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
6:30pm Friday, May 1, 1998
11:00pm Tuesday, May 5, 1998
2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
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# SPORTS
BG in playoffs with series win
□ The baseball team
clinches playoff spot
with series win over Akron.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BC Sews

Matt Marcum had the one
biggest hits of the season. But instead of gloating over it, he dedicated it to his pitcher, Jason Kelley.
"It feels real good, not just for
me but because Kelley threw a
great game," Marcum said about
his' game-winning hit. "I wanted
to get it for him."
Kelley (6-1) gave up five hits
and two runs, as Bowling Green
edged out Akron 3-2 In Sunday's
first game. The Falcons took
2-out-of-3 from the Zips over the
weekend, putting themselves in
position to clinch a spot in the
Mid-American Conference
playoffs.
The Falcons used consistent

pitching over all three games.
Akron was never able to score
more than two runs In any game,
as a result of the BG pitching.
But not only did the pitchers win
games, it sealed a playoff spot
for the Falcons.
Miami beat Ohio 7-3 to eliminate the Bobcats from making
the tournament. Currently the
Falcons are half a game out of
second-place Miami and two
games behind first-place Kent.
Even though BG is in, the team
has had higher sights set all year
long.
•That's good to know because
one of our goals was to make the
tournament," senior Jay Harrington said about making the
tournament. "Our number one
goal is to win our division and
host a tournament game."
Entering Saturday's game,
both the Falcons and the Zips
weren't even sure they were going to be able to get one in with a
saturated Steller Field. Luckily,
the rain subsided and the teams
were able to get of f at 5 p.m.

Back in the swing of things

BG seemed very anxious to
play all day and used their combined energy to beat the Zips 5-2
in a seven-inning affair.
"You could see the world was
taken off their shoulders yesterday," coach Dan Schmitz said
about players' attitudes after
ending classes for the semester.
"They were biting at the bit today with Mother Nature putting
us on delay there, but luckily we
got one in."
The Zips quickly jumped out
early on Falcon pitcher Jeff
Hundley. Akron third baseman
Mike Doerbecker hit a two-run
first-inning homer off of Hundley to get the Zips going.
But, Hundley (7-3) then calmed
down, allowing no runs after
Doerbeckcr's shot in the first.
But as they've done all season,
the Falcons came back to score
one run In the first to cut the Akron lead In half. Matt Cralg came
up big for the Falcons with two
triples, one run and one RBI In
the game.
Craig's triple to right field

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

News

Photo

Jason Bowers

Niles grounded out to first and
Jay Harrington flew out to
center, giving Akron pitcher
Todd Mezlak two outs to work
with Then on a 1-2 count, Craig
doubled bringing Marcum to the
plate. Facing a 2-1 count Marcum
hit a little single to right field.
The right fielder's throw to the
plate was high and late, which allowed Marcum and Falcons to get
the win.
In the only Akron win, the Zips
shut out the Falcons 1-0 on a
great effort by both pitchers,
Andy Butler and Tim Taylor.
Butler (6-3) gave up the only run,
a solo homer In the fourth Inning
by Joe Pukansky. Taylor pitched
the shutout allowing only five
hits over all seven Innings.
BG rallied in the seventh and it
was almost looking like deja vu.
In the inning, Craig and Marcum
both singled, putting runners at
first and third with only one out.
But, then Aaron Mora grounded
out into an Akron double play
ending the game.

Cannon's success traced to
leadership and work habits
□ Brian Cannon brings
work ethic and charisma
to lead the Falcon baseball team.

Lee Morrison and the Falcons earned a trip to the Mid-American
Con ference playoffs with two wins ovtr Akron this weekend.

leading off the first inning got
the team going. BG's next batter,
Alan Gllhousen singled to score
Cralg.
"The first one was a 3-1 count
and the second one was off the
first pitch," Cralg said of his triples. "I was seeing the ball real
well."
BG gained the lead In the
fourth as Craig hit a sacrifice fly
to score Lee Morrison.
Cralg then hit his second triple
leading off of the sixth Inning.
With the Falcons holding a slight
3-2 lead, third baseman Brian
Cannon singled to score Craig
and Gilhousen. Drew Nlles sacrificed to bring in Gilhousen. The
two-run sixth provided the insurance runs Hundley needed to
close out the victory.
In the Falcons 3-2 last al bat
win. Matt Mlynarek got things
going with a two-run pine-tree
shot that went beyond the fences
In right field. BG led the game
2-1 when Akron tied it on a Jay
Hill sacrifice fly In the fifth.
Then came the seventh inning.

Brian Cannon has lived up to
his name - literally.
This year the senior third
baseman has slugged his way
Into third place on the all-time
BG hit list. Each one of his hits Is
a representation of what hard
work can accomplish, as an
Individual and
with a team.
"He's not a
time clock type
of player that
when practice
starts at 2 o'clock and ends
at 5 o'clock,"
Cannon
coach Dan
Schmitz said. "He doesn't punch
In and out. He's there doing the
extra whether It's before, after
or In the offseason.'*
Cannon may only be 11 hits
away from second-place, but his

efforts during practice and the
off-season may take first. Still,
Cannon owns 197 hits and has at
least six games (barring weather
conditions) to get past Brian
Koelllng's 208.
This year, the senior co-captian
:s second on the team with seven
home runs and 36 RBI. Last year,
he led the team in several categories. Including a 356 batting
average (for those players with
7S at-bats or more), 37 runs, 15
doubles, 33 extra-base hits and
tied for first with 33 RBI.
A native of Cincinnati, Cannon
grew up with coaches that
stressed preparation. At Mt.
Healthy High School, Cannon
earned the All-Metro County
Conference most valuable player
award, batting .508 with two
homers and 24 RBI In 17 games
In 1992.
"I got taught that from my high
school coach. He Is a big believer
in going out, working early and
staying late," Cannon said about
his former coach Bill Doran "It's
something you either have or you
don't have. I feel that If you want
to become better you have to put
the time in."
At BG, Cannon has put the time

in and his presence on the field is
still a reminder of what teams
can be capable of. Cannon's goal
remains the same as It was four
years ago - to make It to the
NCAA regkmals. Just this weekend, the Falcons clinched a MAC
playoff berth. With the help or
Cannon, the team has real
leadership experience, especially from someone who's been
there.
Cannon brought his hard work
ethic to BG, where he started as
shortstop on the 1995 MidAmerican Conference championship team. Through all four years
In BG, Cannon has continually
improved both as a person and in
baseball.
"I can recall some of the opposing coaches even Brian's freshman year wanting to know what
year our shortstop was," Schmitz
said. "They about dropped dead
when they beard that he was a
freshman."
From the first day Cannon arrived at BG, he was a leader - not
from experience, but from work
ethic and the desire to win. A
physical education major, Brian
• See BASEBALL, page 27.
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Shockers take 3-pitch title

UC signs Juco player

□ It took 11 innings to
decide the co-ed 3-pitch
softball title.

INTRAMURAL

Q Mitchell signs with
Cincinnati.

SOFTBALL

The Associated Press

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
TheBGNews
Players and coaches normally
hate to be In close games, while
most fans and sports writers love
them.
For the players on the winning
side, it is ultimate joy, while it
equals heartbreak for the squad
on the other end.
But as In all contests, there has
to be a winner and a loser.
The Shockers came up on the
winning side as It took them 11
innings to beat Strange Brew 5-4
Thursday to win the co-ed 3-pitch
softball title.
The games were played indoors at the Field House with
lightweight bats and balls due to
inclement weather.
Aaron O'Neill singled in Beth
James with one out to give the
Shockers the win.
"We had key hits and heads-up
base running," Shocker captain
Jeff Price said. "The girls also
came through for us. We played
our hearts out. It took the whole

team to win It"
To start the bottom of the 11th,
James started at second. In extra
innings in 3-pitch, the last person
to record an out starts at second
base. Price and Michelle Iisy
both singled to load the bases.
After Brian Trampbush
grounded Into a force at home
and Kelly Tebbln lined out to left,
O'Neill smacked the gamewinning hit.
Strange Brew went ahead in
the eight and ninth innings only
to see the Shockers match those
runs.
Strange Brew also scored
twice In the third to take a 2-0
lead until the Shockers tied it
with two runs in the fourth
Other members of the Shocker
team were Emily Graham, Kevin
Sand. Dawn Dilinger, Keith Okresa, Sarah Moore, Ryan
Brubeck, Brandon Ververka and
Ryan McCleaster.
To make it to the championship
game, the Shockers shocked defending champion Post-Gamers
3-0.
Strange Brew defeated Train
II in eight innings as Gregg Stark
scored on a sacrifice fly to score
the winning run.

Good luck during exam week!

Co*d 3-pitch softball
champions:

Shockers
Championship game:

Shockers 5,
Strange Brew 4
Semifinals:
Shockers 3, Post-Gamers 0
Strange Brew 5, Train D 4"

CINCINNATI - Alvta Mitchell,
a point guard with the undefeated Indian Hills (Iowa)
Community College team that
won the national junior college
basketball championship, signed
a letter of intent Thursday to
play for the University of Cincinnati.
Mitchell, a 6-foot-1 player from
Omaha, Neb., averaged 10.4
points and 5.2 assists per game to
help Indian Hills to a 38-0 record.
He set a school record by shooting .486 (68 of 140) from 3 point
range, and for the season shot
.500 from the field.
Mitchell said his choice came
down to Cincinnati and Utah.

"Cincinnati plays more of an
up-tempo style," he said. "I
thought I'd go with that. It fits
my game."
Cincinnati Bearcats coach Bob
Hugglns said he plans to use Mitchell as a shooting guard who
could see some action at point
guard.
In 1996-97, Mitchell was a
sophomore at Nebraska and
came off the bench to score 16
points against Cincinnati at the
Puerto Rico Holiday Classic.
Mitchell transferred from Nebraska after playing one season
behind guard Tyronn Lue.
"I thought I really wasn't getting a chance," he said.
At Cincinnati. Mitchell will rejoin Indian Hills teammate Pete
Mlckeal. Mickeal, who signed
with the Bearcats last fall, aver
aged 21.9 points and 9.3 rebounds
for Indian Hills.

Have a great
summer!

TtTCcetCence tRgutarcCed

Save up to

University Dining Services
PRESENTSA

Graduation Day
Brunch
Buffet
Saturday, May 9, 1998

mo

10 am to 1 pm
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
Cost: $7.95 per person
For reservations contact the
Kreischer Sundial Food Court at 372-9326
Monday-Friday 9 am -5 pm
Buffet Items Include:

on College Rings!

1

^0. W^ Assorted Juices
m y Coffee, Tea, Milk
i^^^ Carbonated Beverages
f
Scrambled Eggs
Home Fried Potatoes
Bacon/Sausage
Dollar Size Pancakes with
Cherry Topping or Syrup
Muffins, Sweet Rolls and Bagels
Chicken Fettucini Primavera
Bread Sticks

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Gold Pings start at $199
May 4 - 7th

University Bookstore
a.m. - 4 pm e

$25.00 deposit
:

■

.

■

'

-
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Sink bids farewell as men's coach
Q Sid Sink will step
down as men's track
and cross country
coach.
By TIMOTHY MINNECI
The BC News
In just a few short weeks, an
era will end In Bowling Green
athletics.
Sid Sink, the coach of the men's
track team for the last 18 years,
is stepping down to become the
new Director of Compliance for
the athletic department.
"I just felt like it was time to
make a change," Sink explained.
"I'm quite sure I made the decision for me and my wife because I'll be home more. That'll
be nice."
The constant travel and long
hours have slowly been catching
up with Sink. This past weekend,
he returned home from a meet in
Iowa at 4:30 in the morning Sunday. Track and cross country
combine to form the longest
season of college athletics.
"It's really hard work being a
track and cross country coach,"
Sink said. "You're going full year
round and it's pretty tough. I just
decided that at this point in my
career that I wanted to do someJung a little different and have a
new challenge."
The decision to step down from
coaching was not made quickly.
As far back January, the possibility of Sink leaving the coaching ranks had been known to
those around him.
"It was mentioned earlier in
the year that might be leaving,"
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Sink
said junior thrower Alex Moser.
"It's not that big of a surprise."
Although Sink Is head coach, he
spends most of his time with the
distance runners, a specialty that
Sink is familiar with.
As an athlete at BG from
1968-72, Sink earned 10 AllAmerican honors, more than any
other athlete in University history. He was the NCAA champion
in the 3000 meter steeple chase in
both 1970 and 1971 and a threetime Ail-American as a cross
country runner. In 1976, he was
Inducted into the BGSU Athletic
Hall of Fame, and two years later
started coaching BG's women's
cross country team.
"It's going to be a big change to
the program," said senior Rob
Pietruszka "I think it's going to
affect some of the younger distance runners ... they work with
him everyday. It will have a big

WE PROUDLY
SUPPORT

impact on them."
Junior distance runner Dan
Haute agrees the transition is going to be difficult.
"It's going to be quite an adjustment, especially with the distance runners. We're seeing him
everyday for nine months."
For Sink, the toughest part of
the move was losing the daily
interaction between himself and
the athletes he has coached for so
long.
"The hardest part of the decision was the kids on the team,"
Sink said. "I have a good group to
work with ... I'll miss that for
sure. That was the tough part of
the decision."
Sink's new job will leave him in
charge of compliance of NCAA
and University rules and policies
for all athletic teams, as well as
certification of new athletes,
working between the University
Register office, the athletic department and the NCAA clearinghouse. For the first time in 18
years, he will have a job with
regular hours.
Though he will still be a presence in BG's athletic department,
the void that he leaves In the
coaching ranks will be felt dramatically. For three decades,
Sink's name has been synonymous with Falcon track and cross
country, and just as he will be
remembered for his wealth of
track knowledge and experience,
his value as an outstanding role
model and human being can
barely begin to be measured.
"He definitly is going to be
missed," Flaute said. "For the
last 30 years, he's been a part of
BG track and cross country in
one way or another."

****** C9,?**9s
For Late Night Studying!
Open until 1 a.m. during finals week
Study food: chocolate, muffins, bagels,
blue chips, pizzas, salads
126 E. Wooster
354 - JAVA

United Vfey

When will new
Browns owner profit?
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Will the new
owner of the Cleveland Browns
see an instant return on his investment or have to wait a few
years before seeing a profit?
It depends on which sports economic analyst is asked. Some
say the new team will be an instant money-maker, while others
say it will take 10 years for the
owner to see a return on his investment, The Plain Dealer reported Sunday.
The NFL is expected to start
reviewing ownership prospects
for the Browns expansion franchise May 15. The league's franchise fee, which could be in the
range of $300 to $500 million, is
likely to be determined at a
league meeting May 19-20 In
Florida.
"The franchise fee is a substantial cost, so it's going to take
you a while to make that up," said
Robert Baade, an economics
professor and stadium financing
specialist at Lake Forest College
in Illinois. "But it certainly is a
business expense that you can
write off, so it's not as much as it
first appears to be."
One former NFL team executive said that start-up fees could
be costly with the Browns owner
paying $7 million to $12 million
more in general expenses than an

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.
JRf AT Of Pit WON

Tie

|

Breakfast Special

Have your carpels cleaned by a fellow BGSU
Student who operates his own carpet cleaning business. Your carpels will be professionally cleaned at
the lowest prices around. Call Shawn at D&H Carpet
Cleaners lo avoid tin: high charge you will mosl likely be charged by your own landlord. Call today lo
schedule an appointmeni al your convenience.

hM MM VMM • largest Collection ot
Sponen Videos • Hundreds ol
ChKJren's Videos • Comedy

We'll Beat Any Price In Town!
Call for Studenl Specials

445 E. Wooster
(At the KKVoad tracks)
Mon-Sot: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

270-2622

Association.^

^r&

2 eggs, bacon or sausage, pancakes,
or toast, and homefries or coffee.
Moo. - Saturday 6:30 -11a.m.

^c-n.^ |

Alternative ClotMnQ • Spring Weoi
• BeoOed/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Cigori • Clove Coarettet • tnoerue •
Unique Conolei • lopettnej • stickeri
• Poolers • 200* Tees • PotcnworV
Pants • Han Gutter (ooM » elver)»
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • Ho* Coloring

American Heart i

Congratulations Graduates
352-0123
1021 S. Main

D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H

QQfiAGS

established club because he
would need to buy everything
from blackboards and video
equipment to helmets and pads.
"You will need at least $475
million to $500 million just to
open your doors," said Dean A.
Bonham, president and chief executive officer of the Bonham
Group Inc., a Denver-based
sports and entertainment marketing consultant. "You'd better
come with a lot of money and a
lot of staying power because it's
going to be a long time before
you get your money back."
Given Bonham's estimate of
the up-front Investment that will
be required, the interest payments just to buy the club and
get the business operation could
run $20 million to $30 million a
year, wiping out any immediate
return on Investment, the Plain
Dealer reported Sunday.
The real incentive for buying
the Browns, sports economics
experts say, is the team's appreciation in value over time and the
cache of belonging to such an exclusive club.
"Not everyone is a buyer for
economic returns. Some people
have described it as the ultimate
plaything," said Rick Siladi, vice
president and managing principal of American Appraisal Associates Inc. In Milwaukee, an expert in sports franchise values.

Breakfast Buffet
All L Can Eat
eggs, biscuits, bacon, sausage, ham,
pancakes, french toast
and much much more...

S

(Cell phone number, tall any lime)

D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H D&H
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Alomar's grand slam helps Tribe sweep D-Rays
□ Alomar's grand slam
gives Indians sweep of
Devil Rays.
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND ~ With one swing
of the bat, Sandy Alomar Jr.
brought back memories of Cleveland's pennant-winning seasons.
Alomar hit a two-out, twostrike grand slam in the ninth inning to cap a five-run rally that
gave the Cleveland Indians a 10-8
win over the Tampa Bay Devil
Rays on Sunday.
"1 didn't think it was gone,"
Alomar said of his second career
grand slam. "I was just hoping
Shawon Dunston would score
from first base."
The homer made it a bittersweet day for ex-Indian Paul Sorrento, who hit the first grand
slam in Tampa Bay history and
went 4-for-S with six RBIs.
Jose Mesa (3-0) pitched the
ninth for the win as Cleveland
swept the three-game series by
overcoming a 6-0 deficit for its
ninth comeback win and fourth in
its last at-bat at home.
Cleveland had 17 of its 27
comeback wins in 1995 in its last
at-bat at Jacobs Field on the way
to winning its first AL championship in 41 years. In 1997, Alomar's frequent late-game heroics
led the Indians to another league
title.
"That's one thing this team has
in common with that '95 team, it
never quits," Indians manager
Mike Hargrove said. "We never
fuel like we're out of aballgame."
Roberto Hernandez (0-2) yielded an infield single to Pat Borders to open the ninth. David Bell
followed with a double. After two
groundouts, David Justice drove

in Borders with an infield single
that deflected off Hernandez's
bare hand to make it 8-6.
"My reflexes just took over
and I knocked it down," Hernandez said. "If I don't, the shortstop
probably gets it and we win."
Jim Thome walked to load the
bases and was replaced by pinchrunner Dunston. Alomar then
fouled off three 2-2 pitches before lofting a fly ball to left that
caromed off the railing above the
yellow line atop the 19-foot wall
for his second homer.
"I hit it with one hand," Alomar
explained. "With a 2-2 count 1
was looking fastball and he hung
■ slider. I got just enough of it."
Said Hernandez: "This ranks as
the toughest loss of my whole career. I thought it was a routine
fly ball. When things arc going
bad, breaks like that don't go
your way."
Sorrento's eighth career slam
and third homer this season gave
Tampa Bay a 5-0 lead in the third
inning. It came on the first pitch
by Charles Nagy after Fred
McGriff was intentionally
walked.
"It really doesn't matter," Sorrento said. "It kind of goes to
waste. We thought we had it
won."
Bobby Smith followed with his
fourth homer to make it 6-0 as
the Devil Rays hit back-to-back
homers for the first time.
The rally included an embarrassing play by ballboy Colin
Braun. With Quinton McCracken
on first, Mike Kelly hit a ball off
the third-base bag that rolled into
the left-field comer. Braun, 17,
grabbed it before left-fielder
Brian Giles.
McCracken was stopped at
third on the ground-rule double.
McGriff was walked and Sor-

rento lined a shot over the rightfield wall for his second homer in
two days.
Sorrento had an RBI single also after McGriff was intentionally walked -- to give Tampa Bay
a 1-0 lead in the first.
"It's definitely a challenge
when they walk the guy in front
of you," Sorrento said. "It's an
incentive. I can't blame them,
though. Fred's been hot and I haven't."
Giles' seventh homer drove in
Thome, who had singled, to make
it 6-2 in the fourth. Justice's seventh homer and 200th of his career made it 6-3 in the fifth.
Giles made it 6 1 with an RBI
on a fielder's choice in a two-run
seventh. Another run scored on
Bell's high-hop single that bounced off the plate.
Sorrento tied his career high
for RBIs by singling in a run in
the ninth against Mesa It was
Sorrento's fourth career six-RBI
game and first since last Aug. 2
against Milwaukee. Smith followed with a sacrifice fly to
make it 8-5.
Notes: Three of Thome's four
errors have come with Nagy
pitching. He dropped a soft popup five steps into foul territory
in the first inning.... Nagy has allowed an AI, leading 13 homers.
... The Devil Rays are hitting .195
(8-for-41) with runners in scoring
position the last five games. ...
Tampa Bay is 4-1 in road getaway
games.... This was the 300th regular-season game at Jacobs Field.
The Indians are 193-107 (.643) at
the park and have played to 268
sellouts including the last 227 in a
row -- a major league record. ...
Cleveland's Dwight Gooden began his rehabilitation assignment
at Class AAA Buffalo by allowing
two runs (both homers) in three
innings, making 47 pitches.

AP photo

The Indians celebrate following Sandy Alomar's game-winning grand
slam against lampaBay.

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

GIEENMIAI. INC.

3520717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9a.m.-1 p.m.

Joey Victor

Lisa Maselli

Jesse Kreinbrink

Thanks for a GREAT YEAR! GOOD LUCK

Emily Roach

from the Athletic Department!
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Red Wings rally past
Roenick and Coyotes
The Associated Press
PHOENIX - Too much Brendan Shanahan. Too much Sergei
Fcdorov. Too much Steve Yzerman. Too much speed and experience in must-win playoff
games.
Shanahan scored two goals,
Fedorov had one and Yzerman
had a goal and two assists as the
Detroit Red Wings overpowered
the Phoenix Coyotes 5-2 Sunday
to close out their first round series, 4-2.
It was the third straight year
the Red Wings beat their firstround opponent in six games.
The defending Stanley Cup
champions advanced to the second round for the seventh
straight postseason and will play
either St. Louis or Colorado. The
matchup will be determined by
the outcome of the EdmontonAvalanche game Monday night.
Detroit also got a goal from
Brent Gilchrist, and Chris Os-

good made 22 saves to win his
third consecutive game and send
the Coyotes to their seventh firstround exit in as many playoffs
since 1987.
Yzerman and Gilchrist made it
13 Detroit goal-scorers in the series, a statistic that speaks volumes about the team's depth.
Phoenix had seven players who
scored goals.
Jeremy Roenick and Keith
Tkachuk got the goals in this one,
each time staking the Coyotes to
a one-goal lead.
But the game was decided
when the Red Wings outshot the
Coyotes 18-4 in the second period
and scored three times to take a
4-2 lead into the third.
Phoenix overcame a two-goal
deficit in the third period to win
Game 3, but it was out of question this time with backup Jimmy
Waite in goal instead of Nikolai
Khabibulin, who has a groin pull.
Waite faced 37 shots and stopped
32 under constant pressure.

************************

APplw.

Sergei Federov (middle) and Jeremy Roenick battle for the puck in Sunday's game.

Wilson leads Seattle
The Associated Press

SEATTLE - The Detroit Tigers
didn't realize they had been hustled by Dan Wilson until it was
too late.
Wilson hit the first inside-thepark grand slam in Mariners history, and Randy Johnson won his
second straight start despite
seven shaky innings as Seattle
beat the Tigers 10-6 Sunday.
Wilson's homer bounced off
the outfield wall and rolled
around just long enough for him
to round the bases and give the
Mariners a 4-0 lead.
"Once the ball gets going on
the carpet, it keeps going until
somebody stops it - like a pool
table," Seattle manager Lou Piniellasaid.
"I wasn't sure what was going
on," Wilson said. "I just kept going."
Edgar Martinez added a threerun homer for the Mariners, who
led 10-2 after two innings.
"When you give up 10 early,
that is a tough way to go," Detroit
manager Buddy Bell said.
Johnson (2-1) allowed six runs
and eight hits, struck out 11 and
walked five. Mike Timlin struck
out three in two perfect innings.

"The way I pitched tonight, if I
hadn't gotten 10 runs it would've
been a long outing," Johnson
said. "I'm frustrated right now."
Frank Castillo (0-1) lasted just
two batters into the second inning, getting only three outs. He
was tagged for seven runs and
six hits as his ERA rose to 22.85.
Seattle loaded the bases with
two outs in the first on Alex Rodriguez's infield single, David
Segui's single and a Martinez
walk. Wilson fell behind 0-2 in the
count, took two balls, fouled off
four pitches and hit a fly to deep
left-center.
Left fielder Luis Gonzalez just
missed the ball while crashing
into the wall, and it bounced far
enough away from center fielder
Brian Hunter for Wilson to beat
shortstop Deivi Cruz's relay
home for his second homer of the
year.
"I hung a 2-2 curveball and it
pretty much did me in," Castillo
said.
It was the 171st inside-theparker in the majors, the first
since San Diego's Tony Gwynn at
Los Angeles last June 26.
Wilson's only previous lnside-the-parker was against
Anaheim on April 16, 1996. His

only prior grand slam came
against Detroit on Sept. 10,1997.
Rob Ducey added an RBI
double in the first for Seattle.
Detroit pulled to 5-2 in the second on Cruz's RBI double and
Kimera Bailee's run-scoring
single. But Seattle came right
back on Martinez's fourth homer
and RBI singles by Ken Griffey
Jr. and Segui.
Dam ion Easley hit a run-scoring double in the fifth. Detroit
got three more runs in the seventh on Jeff Manto's RBI groundout and Joe Oliver's two-run
single.
Notes Wilson tripled, doubled
and singled in three at-bats Saturday, and was in the on-deck
circle when the final Mariner
was retired. ... Fifteen of Seattle's 19 inside-the-park homers
have been hit in the Kingdome....
Wilson has hit the last two Mariner inside-the-park homers. ...
Johnson has struck out 10 or
more 85 times. ... Castillo was
making his second start since returning from the disabled list. ...
Cruz committed a throwing error
in the first inning, ending a
season-best stretch of three
games of without a Detroit error.

Good Luck 1998 Grads!

Son Diego wants
MLS Franchise
The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - As San Diego
leaders lobby for a Major League
Soccer franchise, league officials
said Thursday they will use turnout at the 1999 All-Star game at
Qualcomm Stadium as a yardstick to gauge interest in the
area.
The game is scheduled for July
17, 1999, at the site of this year's
Super Bowl.
San Diego Padres owner John
Moores and city leaders want to
bring an MLS expansion team to
San Diego. The 12-team MLS
hopes to add two teams In 2000 or
2001, and two more in 2002 or
2003.
The All-Star game could be a
determining factor.
"A stellar showing would enhance it (San Diego's chance),"
Randy Bernstein, executive vice
president of MLS, said. "A less
than stellar showing would probably make us continue to evaluate."
MLS commissioner Douglas G.
Logan said the city would be an
ideal candidate for a MLS team if
Qualcomm becomes available.
The Padres want to be in a new
downtown ballpark by 2001.
"We do not share facilities with
Major League Baseball teams
because we play essentially the
same April-through-October
season," Logan said. "But If the

Padres were playing in a new
ballpark after 2001, MLS would
definitely consider putting a
team in Qualcomm Stadium."
Padres CEO Larry Lucchino
said he and Moores have made
MLS officials aware of their
"very strong interest" in bringing an MLS team to Qualcomm.
Lucchino and Golding credited
the success of the Jan. 25 Super
Bowl at Qualcomm for attracting
the MLS All-Star game.
"There's no question in my
mind that the soccer people saw
that, and with the appeal of Tijuana, I'm sure those were an
important part of the consideration," Lucchino said.
This year's MLS All-Star game
will be played at the Citrus Bowl
in Orlando, Fla., on Aug. 2, the
first time one of the league's
showcase events will be held in a
non-league city. Related events
will be held at Disney's Wide
World of Sports. It will be televised by ESPN International to
130 countries, a fact that was
probably quite appealing to those
putting together San Diego's bid.
For the 1999 game, Qualcomm's baseball diamond will
have to be sodded and then
restored to the baseball configuration, so MLS apparently will
take advantage of baseball's AllStar break as well as a Padres
road trip.
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Graf career to end soon Football player
drowns in pond
The Associated Press

HAMBURG, Germany - Beset
yet again by Injuries and tired of
leading her life as a patient, Steffi Graf can envision leaving
tennis soon, ending one of the
great careers in sports.
"I've come to the point where I
can see clearly the end of my career because I have the feeling
that I am not making any progress," Graf said in the German
magazine Focus, which comes
out Monday.
"I will prepare carefully for
the next attempt. But if I can't
establish any continuity in my
practice or tournament schedule,
I will give up. I've had enough of
turning in circles."
The 28-year-old German withdrew during the weekend from
the Italian Open, German Open
and French Open, the three
major events of the clay-court
season, after injuring herself in
practice. An inflamed membrane
covers the bone in her right ankle.
"I've been going up and down
constantly for the past two

years," she said. "Every time I
struggle to reach my old form
after an injury, another injury
throws me back into the role of a
patient. I can't let my life be governed by therapies and treatments. There can't be any new injuries."
Graf has been sidelined since
March with a left hamstring injury sustained during a semifinal
match against Lindsay Davenport at Indian Wells, Calif. That
was just Grafs second tournament in nine months.
She said her dream was to
"play once more a good tournament in Wimbledon, eat a bowl of
strawberries and then say adieu
to tennis."
Graf, who has dominated women's tennis the past decade, has
been attempting a comeback
since reconstructive surgery on
her left knee after last year's
French Open.
She has won 103 titles, 21 of
them Grand Slams. She's won
Wimbledon seven times, the
French and U.S. Opens five times
each and the Australian Open
four times. She held the No. 1

ranking for 377 weeks, longer
than any other player.
In 1988, she completed a rare
Grand Slam by winning all four
majors plus the gold medal at the
Seoul Olympics. Her last tournament victory was in May 1997
in Strasbourg, France.
Graf has slipped to No. 33 In
the world rankings. The top spot
is held by Martina Hingis, the
17-year-old Swiss prodigy.
The latest blow to Grafs
comeback came during a week in
which she had some rare good
news - her father and former
manager Peter was released
from prison after serving part of
his tax evasion sentence.
■The German Tennis Federation
reportedly is ready to offer Steffi
Graf several jobs, including the
post of Fed Cup chief. But Graf
told Focus she may prefer to
work with junior players.

□ Mount Union football player drowns in
campus pond.
The Associated Press

ALLIANCE, Ohio - A Mount
Union College football player
who won all-state honors as a
high school senior drowned early
Sunday in a campus pond, police
said.
Alcohol use was suspected in
the death of Christopher M.
Schuh, 19, of Versailles, said
Harry Campbell, chief investigator of the Stark County
coroner's office.

BASEBALL

Together with Boris Becker,
Graf triggered a tennis boom in Continued from page 22.
Germany the past decade. still has some schooling left, but
Becker, now a part-time player, has dreams of playing beyond
runs the country's Davis Cup BG.
team.
"Everybody's dream is to get
drafted, I like to think I still have
a chance to get drafted," Cannon
said. "If I do great, if I don't, I'm
not going to sit back and comproved player today.
Williamson was second with 25 plain. I still have a little bit of
□ Atlanta's Alan HenThe 6-foot-9 forward averaged votes and Golden State's Donyell
school left."
derson was selected as
14.3 points and 6.4 rebounds and Marshall finished third with 24.
Working hard to Cannon means
shot .485 from the field, all caNBA's most improved
reer
highs,
following
a
season
in
player.
which he was sidelined for 51
games.
The Associated Press
His overall scoring average
was 7.9 points higher than his caNEW YORK -- Alan Henderson reer average.
of the Atlanta Hawks, who
missed most of last season beHenderson received 33 votes
cause of an inflamed pancreas, from a national panel of media
was voted the NBA's most Im- members. Sacramento's Corliss

Atlanta's Henderson earns award

Eyewitnesses told investigators that Schuh and a
group of others had been drinking. His body smelied of alcohol
when it was recovered about 2
am. from the 54-degree pond in
this community between Canton
and Youngstown, Campbell said.
The results from an autopsy
performed Sunday will not be
known until at least Monday.
Acting police Chief Norm Retterer said the Canton Township
diving rescue team found the
body in 12 feet of water.
Classmates later placed
flowers along a wall by the pond
and prayed in groups near the
scene.

getting the job done. Whether it's
a game situation or practice.
Cannon finds a way to get it done.
His philosophy also works with
schooling, as Cannon has plans to
graduate from the University.
"He's always a consistent
player, you know when BC comes
up he's going to get the job done
for us," senior Aaron Mora said..
"He's basically one of the main
leaders on the team."

University Bookstore
Congratulations
Graduates!

Need a job next year?
Deliver the BG News

a

Excellent pay for 2-3 hours of hard
work Monday - Friday beginning at 6
* ' . . a.m. MUST have reliable
transportation, clean driving record &
insurance. 2 year
commitment needed.

$ GET PAID WELL $
Have all day & weekends
FREE!

Apply in person @ 204 West Hall between
8:30 &'0:00 a.m. Ask for Todd.

20% off
BGSU Alumni Merchandise
• Hats
Key Chains
• T-Shirts
Decals
• Mugs
Pins
• Sweatshirts
April 23 to May 9,1998
The Bookstore Stan" Congratulates all Spring 1998 Graduates
Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00-6:00
Friday
8:00-5:00
Saturday
9:00-5:00
Sales excludes announcements, diploma frames, and commencement
rega
-imencement reqalia
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Bulls continue to roll

Knicks cool down Heat Reds win

□ Bulls continue to roll
through playoffs.

□ Knicks edge Heat to
end heated series.

The Associated Press

CHICAGO - The Chicago Bulls
dogged the lane and contested
the perimeter, playing good defense. But more than anything
Sunday, the Charlotte Hornets
couldn't score because they
couldn't make shots.
The result: an 83-70 victory for
the Bulls and a 1-0 lead In the
Eastern Conference semifinals
Michael Jordan had 35 points
and Scottie Pippen 25, scoring
Just 10 fewer than the entire
Hornets team, as the Bulls pulled
away In the fourth quarter to win
their fourth straight playoff
game
Charlotte, which led by one at
the half, scored just 10 thirdquarter points and finished with
32 In the second half. The Hornets shot 36 percent for the

game.
Game 2 Is Wednesday at the
United Center, where the Bulls
are 23-1 in the postseason the last
three years.
Glen Rice, who shot poorly
against the Bulls in four regularseason games, led the Hornets
with 25 points, but he was just
9-of-2S from the field.
And the Bulls shut down burly
Anthony Mason, who scored a
playoff-best 29 points In a clinching first-round victory over Atlanta on Friday. Mason, banging
Inside with Dennis Rodman and
sometimes facing double teams,
managed just six points and took
only five shots.
Rodman, who jawed with Hornets center Vlade Divac several
times and later picked up a technical for taunting, had 14 rebounds. Divac had 12 points and
14 rebounds for the Hornets, who
are in the second round for Just
the second time in franchise history.

The Associated Press

MIAMI - It was a knockout
punch, a throat-slitting and a victory borne of revenge, all rolled
Into one haymaker of a game.
The New York Knicks took
control early, withstood all the
fight the Heat had left In them
and cold-cocked Miami out of the
playoffs with a 98-81 victory over
the Heat on Sunday in Game 5 of
their first-round series.
The Knicks, who wanted to
avenge the disastrous ending to
the 1996-97 season in the same
building where they sealed their
own fate by leaving the bench in
a Game 5 brawl, accomplished
exactly what they set out to do.
And now they're in the second
round against the Indiana Pacers.
The victory made easier by the
absence of Miami's Alonzo
Mourning, who was suspended

Ostertag burns out Rockets
Q Utah advances to
Western Conference
semifinals.
"V
/
The Associated Press

SALT LAKE CITY - The Utah
Jazz were missing something in
their opening-round series
against the Houston Rockets.
Who knew it was Greg Ostertag?
Karl Malone had 31 points and
15 rebounds as the Jazz defeated
the Rockets 84-70 and advanced
to the second round of the

playoffs. Ostertag made It possible with seven blocked shots, five
rebounds and a tenacious fourthquarter defensive performance.
Ostertag blocked five shots in
the fourth quarter alone and
helped hold Hakeem Olajuwon to
l-for-5 shooting and Kevin Willis
to two points in the fourth quarter. The Rockets played without
Charles Barkley, out with a torn
triceps muscle.
Utah, which holds home-court
advantage throughout the
playoffs, avoided becoming just
the second No. 1 seed to lose an
opening-round playoff series.

The Jazz will meet the San Antonio Spurs In the conference
semifinals starting Tuesday in
Salt Lake City.
The Jazz never trailed In the
game, but the Rockets never let
Utah take a large lead, either.
The Rockets closed to 65-62 on
Eddie Johnson's jumper with 8:21
to play. But the Jazz made a 13-4
run to close it out
Jeff Hornacek had 15 points
for Utah, nine in the first quarter, and Bryon Russell had 10 as
the only other Jazz players in
double figures.

COLLfGlflTf CONNECTION
•T-Shirts

•flats

•Watches

•Sweatshirts

•Coffee Mugs

•CheckbookCovers

•Windbreakers

•Shorts

•ID Covers

Mother's Dau
is May Oh

along with Larry Johnson and
Chris Mills of the Knicks for a
fight at the end of Game 4. But it
was no walkover, either.
New York withstood a 21-3 run
that turned a 20-point lead Into a
two-point game with 7:16 remaining in the fourth. The Knicks answered back almost instantly
with a 19-7 run that left Heat fans
heading to the exits before the
clock even ticked Inside two
minutes.
Allan Houston scored 30
points, John Starks scored 22,
Charles Oakley had 18 and Charlie Ward hit a crucial 3-polnt shot
that killed Miami's rally.
Ward also had 14 assists and
five steals, and Buck Williams
had 12 points and 14 rebounds as
New York took advantage of
Mourning's absence to dominate
Inside.
Tim Hardaway led Miami with
21 points, but he was not a factor
for long stretches. The Heat was
outrebounded 43-34 and shot just
14-for-25attheline

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

The Associated Press

MILWAUKEE - Cal Eldred finally has a decision, just not the
one he wanted.
Brett Tomko scattered eight
hits in seven-plus innings and the
Cincinnati Reds made quick
work of Milwaukee's No. 1 starter in a 5-3 victory over the
Brewers on Sunday.
Eldred, who began the year
with a career-high six straight no
decisions and entered the game
with a 1.67 ERA, gave up five
earned runs on nine hits and four
walks in four innings. Four of the
runs came on two-out hits.
The Brewers threatened in the
eighth when Fernando Vina led
off with a triple. With a 2-0 count
on Jeff Cirillo, Jeff Shaw replaced Tomko and Issued the
walk. After Mark Loretta's sacrifice bunt put runners at second
and third, Jeromy Burnitz drew a
walk to load the bases, but Shaw
got rookie Geoff Jenkins to hit
into an inning-ending double
play.
Shaw also pitched the ninth inning for his ninth save.

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717

224E.Wooster
Bowling Green
43402

^^SS.
Hours:
Iti&mA** Monday - Friday
NM HBWr
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
GREENBRIAR, INC.

9 a.m. -1 p.m.

HUHHY F-OH A NtW APAHTMfcNl IN THE FALL1

'Many Ty Mothers Day Bears

Get 15%
off any one
regular priced
6.GS.U. Item

Graduation
is May 9,hD

Expire

531 Ridge Street 6.G. OH 43402
419-352-8333
Across from MacWest

1010 Norn warn Si
352 4637

Schedule your next Bowlathon at our convenience.
Bring all of your family and friends to AL-MAR
LANES for fun and excitement.

Cosmic Powlind
Mon- 9:30-11:30
Fri- 4-6,10-1
Sat- 12-2
VOTED #1 IN WOOD COUNTY!

\)
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Wood County Protective Services Levy
Protecting Ahmed Children and the Elderly

)#( ~zr
Hey, BGSU Students! What
do you know about
Binse DRmKLns?
Here are the answers
to last weeks clip-out
Challenge:
Binge drinking for women is defined as having
in a row.
a.) 2 drinks
b.) 3 drinks

c.) 4 drinks

d.) Lstinks

The Af.UK i.iliil <'»'<s
FCOTANA. Calif.
— Mark
Martin has plenty of reasons lo be
worried when he's leading a race
as the laps wind down.
"I can't tell you how many times
I've lost races when something has
gone wrongjust when it looked like
we were going to win one.'' Martin
said after cruising to his third victory of the season In Sunday's California 500.
A year ago. Martin lost the race
at California Speedway when he
had to make a late gas stop while
leading. This time, there was
enough In the lank to get him to
the finish with gas to spare.
But that didn't keep the two
time Winston Cup runner-up and
winner of 25 races from worrying.
"I knew I had the best car. but I
didn't know If I'd win the race," he
said. "I've had my heart broke a lot
of times.
"When you're leading a race,
you're looking at anything that's
going to go wrong. 1 shouldn't have
even been looking at the gauges.
but I looked at the fuel pressure
gauge and delected it was starting
to pick up some air and there were
some fluctuations."
The driver for Roush Racing
said car-owner Jack Roush
assured him there was plenty of
gas left.
"Jack told me we had enough
for three more laps, at least." Martin said. "But I still wasn't going to
take anything for granted until I
knew 1 could coast to the finish If It
ran out."

His Ford Taurus was under full
power when Martin beat Jeremy
Mayfield to the finish line by
1,287-seconds — about 15 carlengths.
This was a redemption for last
year." the diminutive driver from
Arkansas said after leading 165 of
the 250 laps on the 2-mile banked
oval.
"It was a pretty big disappointment last year with our fuel
mileage thing."' Martin added.
"Ever since then, we've done better
In that department, and my guys
are giving me plenty of horsepower,
too."
Martin, who led the last 45 laps
averaged 140.220 mph and wrri
$141,378.
Terry Labonte finished a distant
third, followed by 1997 race winner, defending series champion
Jeff Gordon and three-time tltlist
Darrell Walt rip
Sunday's result gave Mayfield
the series lead for the first time In
his career. Labonte. a two-time
Winston Cup champ, moved Into
second place in the standings,
trailing Mayfield by 36 points and
leading Hendrick Motorsports
teammate Gordon by 11.
Ironically. Gordon lost his
chance to repeat last year's victory
— a race In which he made his
final tank of gas last Just long
enough to win — when he had to
make an extra pit stop for gas during a caution period on lap 213.

Faculty, Staff, and Students

Binge drinking for men is defined as having
in a row.
a.) 2 drinks
b.) 3 drinks

Martin has plenty of
gas for win this time

Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

c.) 4 drinks
d.) 5 drink?

GOOD ALL YEAR
1027 N. Main 352-4178

Alcohol on college campuses is a factor in approximately
of all academic problems.
a.) 25%
b.) 40%

Crest Food & ice Cream

c.) ZQ%
d.) 100%

UPSTAIRS AT

Moderate drinking is defined as:
One drink per day for women, two drinks per day for men and preferably no
more than four times a week.

S0N(3 WRITER CRICLEi
begins at. I0:00*pm

The Center lor UJellness & Prevention and the BGSU Partners for
Substance Abuse Prevention thank you for your participation.
Winners have been notified. Have a safe and healthy summer!

^7

I04S. Plain

353-0955
19 and over every nktfvI
—

■■■■■■■■HI
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Classified
Ads

372-6977
Tsar BG Ne»» wiH ara tnrwnity accept IIIWHM
UUI A«nuar.« oMovagt dm muMtai aaxwei My
iMinMar(KM(*i><hMi<of[«(Ki vofcwiwd
•UDn «i ™«H or <• Ac two ul My o.r*r k«.ll.

Nlkkl Herman
Happy 23rd Birrtday Queen*'
We love you and wtl miss you a Ion
Don't worry. you can SDH see Margaret!
Love. Cortney and Jen (Fr)

I need ID sublease my single woman room, furnished, .n Columbus. OH. Campus A/u. very
cheap rent, ulkt.es included, until the end ot
the tfiird quarter (also option after thaO Please
call (leave message) 216-663-4730 or
614 291 0686

Attention Sophomores or Juniors: Worried
About your Bursar Bill? 2 yr. ROTC echotarshfpe available Pays all 8GSU tuition.
$450 yr. tor books, $150 mo. spending
money. Call Captain Breuers 2-2479 (or detalls.

ORDER YOUR GRADUATION PARTY SUBS
8 SALADS. CALL DIBENEOETTO'S
353 4663 WE DELIVER

Looking tor 2 3 roomaies tor next school year.
1220 E. Wooster St. ClOM to campus. For mtonriaiion call Steve e?353 3183

Tnure. al Kamikazes
Pitcher apeoals 7pm?am

M or F sublease* needed. Mouse w/garage
t^OOyrnonth . ukkoes. own room, rent neg.
Summer only 3730O40Kathy

Babysitter needed tor summer A for next
school year for my 3 yr old twins A 16 mo old
baby $5/hour For days and/or evenmgs.
WaMrvtBe. OH (15 mm from BG). Must have
own transportation. Call collect anytime
419-87^4865

Tuesday's al Kamauues
Ladkn night. 75 cant drtnka

Need 3 graduation tickets Will pay top dollar
CaHJef!354 3293

Wads al Kamfcaies
Karaoke with Rich Uchel
10pm.2am Frea pool an night

Room A Board tor dean. neai. A responsible
person Prcenegotiable. Call 354-6117.

WANTED

Sublease' needed tor Fall 96. Close to cam
pus Cheap rent. Own room. Call 354-4197

CAMPUS EVENTS
EUROPE -SUMMER'M
S209 (aach May plus taxas)
Car ibbaarvMa.ico J22B r/1
Cf.U S00 326-2009
hnp7/wwwa«ti»tchofo

CITY EVENTS
Danger Brothari Concert
Saturday. May 30. IMe.Bpm Kadntght
Pambarwlta American I agon Grounds
40S E From St.. Pambarwla
Admauon: f7 00 Tickals Cai 787 4000

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Frea Pragnancy Teats
ConWantal and Carog
3S4-4S73 BG Pragnancy Cinw
SKYDIVE JUMP at ma chanca to caWxaH t<a
and ol tha school yaar. SlOTVparion through
May orty Visa * U/C accaplad SKYDIVE BG
52-5200.
Summer storage units ava'abta
Cloaa to campus. Call Buckeye Storage
352 1520

PERSONALS
" Fraa • companion dog. Sweat, loving. VERY
well trained older Engfesh Span* Would
make a wonderfci. pevcomparaon lor just the
nghi person. Call 823-3033. Oelora »pm.
0GDGDG0GDG
Congratulations 10 Tnaha Chads on her lava
iwrogioJameeCoii
DGDG0G0G0G
Friday's at Karrskues
25 cant draft 4-8pm
Your Friday afternoon da saw—on
alter cans
Happy Birthday alar callus D. Byrd.
Have a great dayl
Love. Valeria.
HEY Kamikant
The great music, nee bartenders, and great
lasting kamikazes make tor a fun Saturday
night
Thanks"
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i subleeser needed lor May - Aug tn a Ig
6bdrm. 2 kitoh. 2 bath houM. Close to campus
and bara. Own room t25Q7mo Price neg
ACAUT inc. Cal 3S2 7457.
2 sublsrs needed tor May
Aug $l?0/mo
OBO Own room Cal Taylor al 372-1648 or
Sieve at 3S3 5225
2-4 subteasers needed lor summer
Fully fu mi si wd vacant apt
|l40/mo.S10-6vi2
PIMM cal 373-1800
3-4 summer lubleasers needed Rent negoba
Wa Caa Man €1373 1766.
Cleveland Imam looking for roomale lor the
summer Call Erica al 372-5106 if improved
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
■Of "96^9 Own room
Call 35^7159
Famala sublsrs needed lor 1996-99 school yr
Naca houM. own rm dot* io campus
373-OOSflasfc tor Amy or Fiotda
Famala subieaser needed immediately Re
Quoad mil Own room Caff Jen 373 0056
Famala subieaser needed lor Aug 96 May 99
2 bedroom/2 bath tl75 00Vmonih . ulriiDes
Secunty depoaii paid 522 E. Merry-very close
io campus Off street parking, snare apt with 3
tun roomaiM Call Donna Q 372-6452
Graduation tickets needed TOP $4 Call Ta
myluj© 352 2072

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!

Subieaser needed tor summer. Call Don or
Todd at 3S2-5606

Sublease' needed 1 bdrm efficiency apartment, furnished. A/C. Close to downtown
tZOOrno. CaM Dan g 352-7596.

HELP WANTED
MS Heading Home io OeveJaod tor the Summer' Help pay tor Fal ksoon or tw eitra t
tor summer. |7/tv. 0-5 M-F No weekends A
no experience necessary Modem Offices m
Cleveland Area. Cal 216-226-7117.
SSS Help Wanted $SS
Student Personnel Coordinator
The University Student Jmon is looking to M
its Student Personnel Coordinator position tor
the Summer and 1996-1999 academic year
Computer knowledge, organizational skills.
and the abwty to work wtfi others are a must
Human Resource or Interpersonal Communication majors preferred If .ntorested e-mail
adtttoope@bgnel.bgtu.edu by Monday. May
4.1996 by 5pm.
—~BG.SU Studenle Only—"
$1500 weekly potential maimg our circulars
Free information Call 410347-1475.
• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Fmd out why PAG. IBM, Xerox. & hundreds of
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program
Over 90% ol the students using our placemen i
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly inoome $2174. All majors apply Cal
1 6OO30/B839
ACCOUNT CLERK I
The Wood County Solid Waste Oso-ci writ be
accepting appfccations unll 4:30 pm on Friday,
May 15. 1996. for .he full-.me. temporary position of Account Clerk I al fte Wood County
Landfill tor Summer *9t. Appkeaoon packets
will be available horn the Sokd Waste District
Office. 440 East Poe Road. Suite «103. Bowl
ing Green, Ohio, 43402, Monday through Friday. 8 30 am to 4 30 pm. or caH (419)
364-9297 $7 64 per hour Requirements Ffcgh
School diploma or G t.O with two (2) years ol
cksncal-accouning work expenenoe. Must
possess e vasd Stale of Ohio Driver's license
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Babysitter for professor's toddlers
Call 352-0189
Bauer Lawn Maintenance. Inc.. one of Toledo's
largest Landscape companies is looking for
landscape A lawn maintenance personnel tor
the summer Mason Cal 893-5296 or apply m
person at 6341 Mondava Road. Maumee. OH
(1/6 mM west of St. Luke's Hospital) Mon-Sat.
Sam-4pm.
Camp Counselor positions. Want a meaningful
A rewarding job thai will impact a chads kle
forever? Jom our YMCA staff Flexible pan
time homs avail bnw 6:30am-6 00pm Work
ing with ch4d*en with A without disabilities For
more mlo. contact Stephany Mudholand
13419 885 1700 or stop by at 5605 Monroe St
Syivania to place an application
ChikJcare needed for 5 mo oW m my home) or
yours. Musi be caring, lovmg. A responsible.
Ref. nMdod. Cal 833-8107
ChikJcare position tor infant rm. hrs
PteeMca.lWate™Mkxatton8764i90

Dancers 16 yra or oMer.
Thought of danang? Try it make big i$% while
having fun. Toledo's best dub Wtl tram
FT'PT call now 419-476-9615
DONT READ THIS if you like working for minimum wage, staying home in Onto. A seek secure, non-rewarding work HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money ((6300) travel
across the country. A enjoy challenge your
self to something completely wonhwhiie call
1 800-307-8630.
Earn up to 17000 working at Put-In-Bay
Insurance requires you to be at least 25 yrs
old. Cal Tues.-Fn after voo pm. (419)
285^3030
Earn while you ksern
Fmd out how you can make extra money while
m school Work at your leisure any sme you
want. Even when watching TV Call
1 668-662-: 726 to fmd out how
Easy SuMt Cafe Now Hiring
Alt positions apply m person between 2 A Spffl

It claims (rood \---r:

Tatar of nor ss/o/v

Looking tor a job ow>r the summer ">
LIFEGUARD POSITIONS AVAILABl I
Recreational Sports
Applications available m the
SflCMamOflce
Apply NOW'i
For more mto. Cal 372-7482
LOOKING FOR FULL TIME SUMMER EM
PLOYMENT?
Did you know that one of the largest bakeries m
the U S is located only 25 minutes south of
Bowkng Green? We produce brand name
cookies and snack crackers and have full-time
summer positions immediately open m our
Packaging and Mixing Departments No spe
cial skills needed
WE PAY $7.00 PER HOUR PLUS SHIFT
PREMIUM
ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE BAKERY DIS
COUNT
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT COMPANY
312 Radar Rd.. McComb. OH 45858
419-293-2911. Ext 232
Misc workers needed for summer help for local
motel. Approx 30 hrs per week Painting., lawn
work, clean up, etc Apply 8-4. Buckeye Budget
Motor Inn 352-1520
PART-TIME

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
Are you looking tor part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week withm walking distance to
BG SU campus? Interested in working various unsMlec jobs m assembly, packaging,
etc 7 Rale of pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply m
person between the hours of 9.00 am and 500
pm (Monday-Friday) at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSt
Bowkng Green. OH 43402
Salesperson to sell smoked meat
products to the ratal sector We
offer wage •commission One week
paid vacation, insurance, interested
persons should call 353-0783 or send resume
to: PO Box 46, Bowling Green. OH
SUident employment-DESKTOP PUBIISHE R
WANTED Are you nighty skilled with PageMaker? Do you have experience m producing
rugh quality desktop publishing? Then we want
to talk with you. This position requires a regh
degree of accuracy and involves keyboard
large amounts of complex data Begin «nm»
rsaiely. 15 hours weekly. $5 90mr Call Amu
Knauss.Continuing Education. 372-818'
Telephone interviewing No elkng-part-time,
moaity evengs wkenda In Perrysburg Flex
schedufcng A relaxed atmosphere 874 5842

Home Oty toe Company is now hinng tor these
positions: Rome Drivers. Fvoducfton Stackers.
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout tf of Oh»
and Southeast Uchigan. Call tor details at
1 800 8998070

WAREHOUSE
WORKERS
Summer
Employment

(Limited number available)

Elmer's Product*, part of the
Borden Family of Companies,
has openings for summer
Warehouse Workers on
Lockbourne Rd. at its South
Columbus facility.
Responsibilities include: filling
orders, general warehouse labor
and loading/unloading trucks.
Ideal candidates must be able to
lift s minimum of 301bs and
must be eighteen years or older.

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

Wr

love. Siena

Meal pan lima office summer fob 3 hrs daily
M-F. Calf PMtor Jenka. Community of Christ
Lutheran Church 352-5101.

Full time babysitter lor summer
Must be dependable-starting
June 8, 7.30am-3pm. $12S/Wk
For8*12yrold Call Sandy 352 8098

I need graduaaon sckera if you have auras
from the coaage of Ana 8 Sciences Please
contact Stapharaa a> 364-7313.

You are THE BE ST
Everyone here laraety going io
MtSSYOU

12-6

Ful or pan tine construction worker $7-8 per
rv depending on experience. Cal Dave or
Gary at 354-3996. Thornpson Thompson Con
strucoon
^^^___^^—-

GMENBMAsU INC.
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. -5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

We offer a salary of SSVhr. For
an application call (614) 2205008 or send a resume to:
RESOURCE PARTNER, Attn:
Recruiting Services. Attn:
ABG4WW, 180 E. Broad St.,
Columbus, OH 43215-3716, Fax:
(614) 627-8279. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/D/U

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

ELMER'S

224 E Woosicr
Boring Green. OH 43402
>».\Vs\W»v

-

S«UOnaf Employment Opportunity
Bmvtfmt* Country Club is curranly in noM
of Ming MWII potrbons In our GoW Operations Dept Bag-Cart Rang* Attendants
rwaoad Must be available weekdays and
weekend! Hourly rate plus praasry. Apply at
the Golf Shop Brandywine Country Club 6004
Salisbury Rd Msumee. OH 43537
Unison BenavcKal Group, Inc., a full service
provider of counseling and community support
services k>cated m Toledo. Ohio, ts seeking
candideles for the following positions
Caee Manager: To provide communrty support
services to csents with senous mental Itness.
Responsibeikes mdude prowkng astttance
wrth the sooal. vocational. econom«;. and envi
ronmentat needs of assigned csents and as
sistmg r\ their abibiy to tve tn 1nm commuraty.
Vafcd driver's license and Ctao counsekx or
sooal worker license is required Considers
won ml be given to candidates who have
passed the license lest, but have not yet
received their license
Clinical Therapist: To provide support for
children, adolescents, parents, adults, and
older adults through short -term individual.
group, and farrwy counseling services and
specialized programs Qualified candidates
must have strong clinical skills including tie
abety to make clinical decisions and assess
menu along wita knowledge of rherapeuK
or -maples and practices and strong group process skils Qualified canr*daies wil possess
MSW. MA. Counseling or comparable degree
leading to independent hcense
Unison is also m need of Case Managers and
CO Counselors to work with dwnia wflh senous mental illness and substance abuse problems. Ohio counselor or sooal worker license
and CCDC I or RC status at rmnmurn n required
Unison provide* an excellent working environment with a competitive wage and benefit
package ndudmg flexible scheduling to qualified apphcants Please send s resume and
cover letter indkaing which position you wish
to be considered tor
Unison Behavioral Health Group, Inc
Director. Human Resources
PO Bon 10015
Toledo. OH 43609-0015

Weekend custodial help wanted tor summer
student urvon. 7-1 lam Sat ft Sunday Cal

Carol ©372 ?S98

FOR RENT

? Bedroom, 2 car garage, will aceom. 2-4
paopla. rum. 702 «h St. Gas. central air,
»asher/dryer facility, $77u/mo. . utlH.
354-2077 or (411) MS-ISM Iw.—ag.

Apartments Available

2 suOtuan needed May-Aug Free ArC.
gas.watsr. and sewage In house laundry laably Fum. t2S7/mo. Own room. Dishwasher
Call 353-0370.

FOR SALE

• Tort Amos ■ Tort Amos •
Usdhatter Music Midnight Madness
Tonight on sale at Midnight
Tori Amos
Bad Religion
Jasus Lizard
Call ft Reserve your copy NOW I
FREE giveaways with purchase
353-3SS5
MsdtiatterMualc

1964 Grenada 5 0 V 8 engine Power brake ft
steering, ttgh mses, but runs good CO player
$700060353-6349
1987 VW GTI. Charcoal gray. Good co'vd
13500060 3S26644
1988 Chevy Nova Fair cond New brakes.
tires.eihausi t995 Call354-2391
1994 Ford Ranger XLT 62,000mi 4 0 V6 air
auto. Asoy wheels S7S00 Call 872-8749.
1994. 70,000 mi, Honda Owe EX 2dr 5 spd
power everyffiing New tree $9200 Call
872-6749.
1996 SWuki Kaiana 650. Low mrfes 14400
267-3316
2 wooden dressers, 1 desk, 1 bookshelf, i
?-seater couch $50 tor everything or buy .nd*
wJual item Can Jason anytime 353-8266.
2- ISO Wan Carpet tweed SpVs Never used' 3
yr. warr. $610/or best offer. 353-4214
Msd. drivng rW $30. ful mat/box sprgs $50
Pull-out coudVbed $50. Study table/chair.
$50 6drwr drsr$50OBO Karon 352 9599

* Close to campus
-EMottncies
•iBedroom
'?Bedroom
•Furnished
* Unfurrwshsd
Summer and Fall Leases
John Newtove Real Estate
3i9E.WoostsrSt.

354-2260

"96-W 9.V. e Dec. Leases
Apts, Rooms A Houses
311 S3I6E Merry 1 ft2bdrms
1 bdrm. $^00mTO/2bdrm $450/mo
321 E Merry 6 bdrm 2 full bath
321 E. Merry f A Lg. House
Rooms $205 mo mcl ulil
Summer also avail.

353-0325
1 bdrm unit. $264 plus util 2 blocks from campus Avail May 15 287-4159 evenings
267-4926 days.
1-2 0<' turn./ unfurn $410 B $520
Call 354-6036

2 bdrm. fum. or unfurn apts
705 Ttfi Si $550 ertire summer
12 unfi apanment busoViga
98-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heal, water, sewer
gasandHBOm

2-4 subleasers needed May-Aug 2 bdrm apt
AC/Baicony/on sight laundry/only Mac
l/KVlonsol storage $400/mo Call354«i57

For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments

(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished. A/C

GMINM1AJ. IMC

352-0717

Apartment lor rent/summer
Furnished efficiency w/lull kitchen
Ouiel. dose lo campus, laundry across
parkingbt Available May 90i 354 4255
Avail. 6/1/96-2 Bedrm Tovmhouee al 134
University Lane. $650 00 . gas t electric; 1
Bedrm Aptal 128 University Lane. $425 00 in
eludes all util. Efficiency Apt. at 1 1/2 University Lane. $295.00 . euxuic. 2 Bedrm House
at 829 Filth St.. $850 00 . utri One year leases
only. Call 333-9371 tor more mlormaaon
Available Aug. 1 1998 3 bdrm house Close to
BGSU SSOOVmo Call 686-4651
Houaea tor rant: The following houses are for
rani lor 98-99 school year. All 12 mo leases.
tenants pay al mil. sac. dep . parental guarantee rag... no pets
1.710 Ekn-2 BR avail 5/IS/98 Rent
$5l07mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask HnanB to new.
2.217 S. College-3 BR house aval 8/23/98
Rent S575/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3.31* Ridge Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/98 Rent $600/mo collected quarterly
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants lo view
For more Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

Mala roomale needed May Aug $500 • gas t
elec Own room. Furnished. Call Mike
(8352-1316

Room tor rant Fal and/or summer 1/2 block
from campus. S260/mo inckjd util 353-5277,
attar 2 30.
Southside Sell Storage 993 S Max
5X10. 10X10.10X15 avail 10% discount
when you prepay Bvu Aug. 30 353-6206
Sublease's needed for May 17lvAug 19th
800 3rd St. 2 bdrm Free AC. Pnce negotiable
3511462.
SUMMER REN IALS
Avail 5/17/9810 8/8/96
Rasas-$230 ID $565 tor
the whole summer
Rooms, EnV-tnoes, One Bedrooms
JOHN NE WLOVE REAL ESTATE
319E WooslerSl
354 2280.
To rent 606 1/2 East Woosksr 2 bdrm Dwacty
across from campus. SSO/mo parking.
234 South College 2 bdrm 7S0rmo Walking
distance to campus. Parking
Other units avail Phone 352-6236

Why Haul it

354-0914

f Home?

Management Inc.

I
I
I

1 bdrm-830 Fourth SI. (Willow
House) Close to campus. Rent
starts O 340/mo. telec/gas.
Call 353-5800

Store it right here in
Bowling Green.
FOX Storage
(or 352-1673)

Management Inc.
1 Bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apt.) very spacious,
laundry on site Rent starts O
340/mo.telec/gas CaH 353-5800

Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St under new
management. A/C, laundry rm. 1 bedrm turn
$380 * else. 2 bedrm. turn $480 * elec
354 9740 or 3522214

Owner Wil Share
Large House in BG
Preler Graduate Students.
Professors, or Exchange Students
Large Bedrooms. 2 Wood Burning Fireplaces
Laundry, Kitchen. Large Wooded Property
$250 includes utilities 352 5523

3 BEDROOMDUPLEX -309N. CHUBCH SI
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
2CARPORTSJ. OFF-STREET PARKING
$540 . UTILITIES/CALL 3S3 6007

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only

Female sublease/ needed lor summer. Cal
352-90S1 ask for Natalie

AUUaUUVi]
yAMIWW^V^WVu\WSSS

DAILY
SPECIAL

Management Inc.

^nrco*

LARGE PIZZA

Studio Apt. 215 E. PoeRd.
(Evergreen Apts) Laundry on site
utils. included. Rent Starts
0230/Mo. Call 353-5800

CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

PlZZCI
353-0044 \

*rtfEECA
Management Inc.

IWINTHROP TERRACE APTS
now ovaHoMe

Apartments for Fall 96
• I & 2 Bedrooms
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• 3 Great Locations
• Gas Heal & Gas Coohing incl.
• Swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
sun 12-3
I Napoleon Rood 352-9135

flea- w. 9-6 M. 10-21

1045 N. Main St.
FREE DELIVERY

1 bdrm 1082 Fairview Ave.
(Hillsdale Apt.) unique floors
design, vaulted ceilings, walk-in
closets. Rent starts O
350/mo.4Ut«s. Call 353-5800

| jNPPIltA ShOfTI
• Ailrll loiipmcs SI 20r.i(li •
imiii.l lime ntli-i • Nn i niiik n mi es^in,' •

. KCsmtvONU •

/(IEECA
Management Inc.

1998/99 listing stop by
1045 N. Main St.
or call 353-5800.
Check out our web page
www.wcnet.org/~MECCAy

sr $1095
i

!!

ii

2 Medium Pizzas ||
(h.w ^ Kw 1..1......K

Hours:
SUN-1HURS ll-lrim
FRIrvSAT ll-2:Tlljm

{95
$82 10" Pizzas
r(|pcs|, A

, ,„,. toppfcgs

I
|
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BH3BUCKSFORB00KS
^ ' J00001342A
^tUM 'Al&T* Vi'4 M MCI1) lifeV, t MlT

■•X' i »^ ^T »^ > f»rPH*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
April 27-April 30 8am - 6pm
May 1, 8am-5pm • May 2, 9am-5pm
May 4-7, 8am-6pm • May 8 8am-5pm

UNIVERSITY UNION
FALCON'S NEST
May 4-7 10am-5pm • May 8, "lOarrwlpm

^ r\ r\ n

